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"It's not good."

At this moment, a soldier staggered in, with a pale
face, and shouted at Tian Yi: "No, a man forcibly
broke through the gate guard and said Is to save
that woman!"

What? !

Tian Yi slapped the table abruptly, stood up
suddenly, and yelled at the soldier: "What
nonsense?! The woman has been rescued, why is
there someone else to rescue her?"

At this time, Tian Yi was in a bad mood. pole.

"

Boom!" Before the words fell, only a loud noise
was heard, and the gate of the city lord's mansion
was suddenly kicked open!

Immediately afterwards, I saw a figure, full of the
aura of invincibility, and strode in.

It is Yue Feng.

At this time, Yue Feng's expression was firm and
his eyes were full of anxiety.

Half a day ago, Yue Feng learned from Abel that
Miaoying was pretending to be the goddess of light
and was subdued by the twelve paladins. At that
time, she was shocked and angry. Later, she
learned that Miaoying was going to be executed in
Storm City. Yue Feng did not hesitate. , Rushed
directly to Storm City.

Although Miaoying is a fairy, she has a kind heart
and a deep love for herself. Moreover, Yue Feng
has been searching for Miaoying for so long, so
how could she cause an accident.

Before coming, Yue Feng had thought about it, no
matter how many troops the Storm City had, he
would rescue Miaoying.

Mad!

Someone really broke in!

At this moment, Tian Yi looked up and down Yue
Feng, his eyes flashing with intense anger.

At the same time, many soldiers rushed in from all
directions, all their eyes focused on Yue Feng.

This person is so courageous, dare to forcibly
break into Storm City?

"Who are you?"

Finally, Tian Yi reacted, glaring at Yue Feng, and
shouted: "Do you know what place this is? Do you
know the consequences of trespassing in the City
Lord's Mansion?" When

he said this, Tian Yi had a face At the same time,
looking at Yue Feng's gaze, there was also a bit of
contempt.

The person in front of him, but the Saint King's
strength, dared to come here, almost looking for
death.

At this moment Tian Yi didn't know that Yue Feng
seemed to be in the realm of the Saint King, but
his true strength was beyond his imagination.

call!

Yue Feng took a deep breath and said one word to
Tian Yi: "You are the person in charge of Storm
City, right? I don't want to say more nonsense. I
will hand Miaoying out immediately." The

voice was loud, resounding like a rolling thunder.
The entire storm city.

Hearing this, Tian Yi's face was extremely ugly,
and the anger in his heart rose even more.

Yan Hong had rescued Miaoying in front of so
many people before, leaving Tian Yi's face blank.
Until now, he was still annoyed by this matter, but
at this time, the guy in front of him said to save
people.

Mad, is it true that there is no one in Storm City?

Tian Yi thought more and more angry, too lazy to
talk nonsense, pointed at Yue Feng and shouted:
"Take him to me and execute it on the spot!"

Tian Yi almost roared out the last four words.

Wow!

When the voice fell, more than a hundred soldiers
came in like a tide.

Nima!

Seeing that the other party didn't say anything, he
immediately started, the anger in Yue Feng's heart
was also aroused in an instant, looking at the
oncoming hundreds of people, there was no fear
on his face!

If you want to fight, then come on special!

"Roar!" At

this moment, a loud dragon roar rose to the sky!

Seeing Yue Feng's whole body, a powerful aura
burst out, and then, a golden light shone, and nine
long dragons circled around him, just like killing
gods!
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"Nine Dragons Ascend to Heaven!"

"Kill!" Yue Feng roared frantically, raising his finger
to nearly a hundred soldiers in front of him.

Nine long dragons rushed past in an instant, and
the air was cracked wherever they passed!

What?

Seeing this scene, Tian Yi's heart was shaken, and
he was indescribable panic.

Isn't this kid the strength of the saint king? Why is
the breath so terrifying?

Also, what are these nine huge beasts?

There are no dragons in the Roland Continent, so
Tian Yi didn't know the nine golden dragons that
Yue Feng had transformed into him, but he felt the
terrifying aura and was also inexplicably panicked.

At the same time, the hundreds of soldiers who
rushed up stared blankly at the nine golden
dragons, one by one with inexplicable fear.

"Ah!" In the

next second, the hundreds of soldiers, before they
could react, were swept away by the power from
the Golden Dragon. They screamed and screamed
continuously. There were more than 50 people on
the spot who were directly beaten and vomited.
Blood, no resistance!

hiss!

At this moment, no matter it was Tian Yi or the
other soldiers around, they couldn't help taking a
breath.

The entire City Lord's Mansion was even more
deadly silent, even if a needle fell on the ground,
you could hear it clearly!

Everyone's eyes looked at Yue Feng, as if they
were looking at monsters!

Just one skill killed more than fifty people.

This.... Is this still a human? Is this special code
still human? !

Under the stunned gaze of everyone, Yue Feng
walked up to Tian Yi step by step and said coldly:
"I'll ask one last time, where is Miaoying?" When

saying this, Yue Feng was full of madness, in order
to save Miaoying. Almost lost his mind.

"Your Excellency!"

Tian Yi wiped off his cold sweat, and said with a
wry smile: "It's true that the lady named Miaoying
has been rescued, and she is also a woman, very
strong!" When

he said this, Tian Yi He looked worried, completely
lost the cold arrogance and imposing manner
before.

I thought that the person in front of me could
easily be taken down, but never expected that the
other party would hide it deeply, and killed more
than 20 soldiers with one move.

The other party is so powerful and has to
compromise.

Was rescued?

Hearing this, Yue Feng frowned.

In the next second, Yue Feng looked at Tian Yi
coldly: "I warn you, don't play tricks with me, just
say, where is Miaoying locked up?"

At this time, Yue Feng decided that Tian Yi was
lying to himself. , Miaoying has no relatives and no
reason on this road, besides herself, who else can
save her? She must be locked up.

"Your Excellency!"

Seeing Yue Feng's unbelief, Tian Yi almost cried:
"Really, I didn't lie to you. She was really rescued.
If you don't believe me, ask other people!" The

voice fell, and the surrounding soldiers all nod.

"Yes, I was really rescued!"

"We saw it with our own eyes!"

Listening to everyone's words, Yue Feng frowned
and deepened, and his heart became more
unbelievable.

"Don't you think that if you let your subordinates
give false evidence together, I will believe you?"
Yue Feng looked at Tian Yi coldly, with no doubt in
his tone: "Do you know Wen Liang? I killed him. I
can't see Miaoying today. , I leveled Storm City. "

What?

Is he the one who killed the gentleman?

Hearing this, Tian Yi was startled, and at the same
time wanted to cry without tears.

This person is crazy, he said so clearly, but why
doesn't he believe it?

Depressed, Tian Yi wanted to tear up his face with
Yue Feng, but thought of the strength of the other
party, still held back.

"Okay!"

Finally, under the pressure of Yue Feng's powerful
aura, Tian Yi's heart turned, he suddenly had an
idea, and said with a wry smile: "Your anger, I
shouldn't lie to you, that Miss Miaoying is in the
north of the city. On Storm Mountain." When

he said this, Tian Yi looked sincere, but his eyes
flashed with cunning.

Below the cliffs of Storm Mountain in the north of
the city, there is a huge natural cave, which is not
bottomless, and there are often hurricanes. It is
precisely because of this that this city is called
Storm City.
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Tian Yi thought it through. Since the lunatic in
front of him didn't believe in himself, he tricked

him into that cave. As long as he entered, he
wouldn't want to come out alive.

"Take me quickly!" Yue Feng couldn't help urging.

Tian Yi nodded, accompanied by a smiling face,
and then took Yue Feng out of the city lord's
mansion and walked towards Baofeng Mountain in
the north of the city. Dozens of soldiers
accompanied him behind him.

call!

Soon, when he reached the cliff on Storm
Mountain, Yue Feng looked around and frowned in
secret.

Nima, except for the huge cave below, where is
Miaoying's shadow?

"Where are the people?" Muttering in his heart,
Yue Feng couldn't help asking.

Tian Yi smiled and said politely: "Just in the cave,
she was imprisoned in this kind of place because
she pretended to be the goddess of light and was
very sinful." I

have to say that Tian Yi acted very similarly and
said nothing. flaw.

Hearing this, Yue Feng nodded silently: "Okay.
You'd better stop lying to me, otherwise, you will
be at your own risk."

Whoosh!

When the voice fell, Yue Feng lifted his dantian,
jumped into the cave.

Seeing this scene, both Tian Yi and the soldiers
around were stunned.

This... this man is really crazy.

This cave is not bottomed out, and he jumped
directly into it.

In shock, Tian Yi smiled, unspeakably proud.

Haha...

This person jumped straight down, saving him a lot
of trouble.

Jumping from such a high place will undoubtedly
die.

In his pride, Tian Yi greeted dozens of soldiers and
returned to Storm City.

Below the cave.

Huhuhu..... The

wind whistling in his ears, Yue Feng's body fell
from the cliff, faster and faster, but Yue Feng
didn't panic, summoned Fang Tian's painted
halberd and stabbed it on the mountain wall to
slow down the fall strength.

Finally, after ten minutes, Yue Feng finally stepped
on the ground.

If it had fallen from such a high place ten years
ago, Yue Feng would definitely be injured. At this
time, Yue Feng's strength had reached an
extremely high level, and he had just stepped back
two steps and stabilized his figure.

Nima!

After stabilizing the figure, Yue Feng looked
around, and suddenly became angry.

Ma De, was deceived again.

I saw that the cave in front of me was very big,
and there were many forks, just like a huge
maze. The wind was whistling around, and there
was not a single figure.

When I go back, I have to level Storm City.

In anger, Yue Feng walked forward slowly.

As he walked inward, Yue Feng clearly felt that the
wind blowing around him became stronger, and
Yue Feng could hardly open his eyes.

How can there be such a strong wind in this
underground cave?

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng didn't think much,
he just wanted to find a way out as soon as
possible.

"Roar!" I

don't know how long he walked, Yue Feng
suddenly felt that there was a breath fluctuation in
front of him. Immediately afterwards, a roar that
shocked the soul rang out.

Damn it!

Hearing the roar, Yue Feng's body shook, and only
felt his heart beat faster.

This roar is too powerful, it is not an ordinary beast
at all, it can be emitted. Could it be that this
Roland Continent also has mythical beasts?

In the depths of this cave, is the habitat of
mythical beasts?

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng speeded up his
pace subconsciously.

Damn it!

After walking more than a hundred meters, Yue
Feng reached a huge rock, and when he saw the
scene in front of him, his heart was shocked and
he was completely stunned!
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saw a huge behemoth lying in the open space in
front of him.

This giant beast is nearly a hundred meters long,
without hair, covered with black and red scales,
long neck and tail. At first glance, it looks like a
dinosaur that has long been extinct in the Kyushu
continent, but there is a pair of huge ones on its
back. wing.

A pair of eyes, gleaming with blood-red light, is full
of evil nature, and the whole body is filled with a
terrifying aura.

Especially feeling the strength of this giant beast,
Yue Feng was even more shocked.

So strong, it turned out to be the realm of the holy
god...

hiss!

After staying for more than ten seconds, Yue Feng
reacted and couldn't help sucking in cold air.

Is this...is it the dragon of this other world?

When he first arrived in this other world, Yue Feng
had read many ancient books in Doug's study, and
once saw a record of dragons in this world in an
ancient book.

Yes, there are dragons in this continent of Roland,
but the dragons of this world are not only different
in appearance from the Nine Provinces, but their
temperament is also very evil.

In the ancient records of Roland mainland, dragons
are powerful and greedy existences, attacking
towns and cruelty to humans. And two thousand
years ago, the dragon suddenly disappeared, and
since then, the people of Roland mainland have
never seen it again.

Thinking of this, Yue Feng couldn't help taking a
deep breath, unable to conceal the inner shock.

Nima, I thought there was nothing in this huge
underground cave, but I didn't expect that there
was a dragon living here.

Under the shock, Yue Feng didn't feel nervous at
all.

Because the dragon was lying there, his eyes
narrowed slightly, and it seemed to be resting. Not
only that, but also two long jade thorns were
nailed to the two wings on his back.

Yue Feng clearly saw that the jade thorn was
carved with runes, and there were more strange
power fluctuations in it.

It is also these two jade thorns that restrict the
movement of this giant dragon and cannot fly.

At this... At

this moment, Yue Feng carefully looked at the two
jade thorns, suddenly his heart was shaken, and
he almost screamed.

This seems to be a prisoner dragon thorn.

When he first founded Tianmen that year, Yue
Feng collected a lot of ancient books and
documents, and read it in a book. In order to
capture the dragon, the cultivator in ancient times
invented a hidden weapon called the prisoner
dragon thorn. It is said that as long as the dragon
is hit by the prisoner dragon thorn, it will lose the
ability to move.

Later, the dragon disappeared in the mainland of
Kyushu, and the prisoner dragon stab was also
lost.

But Yue Feng never expected that in this other
world, he could actually see the prisoner's dragon
thorn.

Sha Sha...

Just when Yue Feng was secretly shocked, he
heard a faint sound of footsteps coming from
another fork on the left. Immediately afterwards,
two figures appeared in Yue Feng's line of sight.

This is a man and a woman.

The woman wore tight-fitting soft armor to show
the perfect curve, her facial features were
exquisite and beautiful, and she was tired with a
delicate dagger in her hand.

The man is also in armor, quite handsome, but
also looks tired.

is her?

Seeing the woman, Yue Feng was stunned.

It was Xue Mi'er, the daughter of the leader of the
bounty alliance, who had met before in Alantis. At
that time, Yue Feng went to the bounty alliance
and saved Xue Shan by chance. Later, he and Xue
Mi'er went to capture the bandit leader Oushan.

Why is she here?

Um?

Just when Yue Feng was stunned, Xue Mi'er also
spotted Yue Feng, and her body trembled
suddenly, surprised.

In the next second, Xue Mi'er was patient with the
surprise in her heart, and said softly at Yue Feng:
"Yue Feng? So there is nothing wrong with you, I
thought you were dead, why are you here?"

At that time, Yue Feng It was a knight of the royal
court of the Principality of Heaven. Later,
something happened and was pursued by Alantis.
Finally, he heard that he fell off the cliff and his life
and death was unknown.
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received the news at the time, and Xue Mi'er was
also a little sorry. Although she was not familiar
with Yue Feng, she was able to successfully
capture Okuyama at that time and it was all due to
Yue Feng.

At this time, I was very happy to see Yue Feng
okay.

"Xue Mi'er, long time no see!" Yue Feng responded
with a smile.

While talking, Yue Feng couldn't help looking at
Xue Mi'er.

I have to say, this Xue Mi'er is really the best
beauty. I haven't seen her for a while, and she has
become even more sexy.

"Mi'er!"

At this moment , the man next to Yue Feng looked
up and down, frowning and said: "Who is this
person?" The

man was named Karen, Xue Mi'er's cousin, the
Holy Venerable, who had just joined Bounty
Alliance.

While asking, Karen looked at Yue Feng's gaze with
a bit of disdain.

This guy, dressed in average, and not strong
enough to be a holy king, even knew his cousin.

At this time, Xue Mi'er, with a look of excitement,
quickly introduced: "Cousin, this is Yue Feng, who
I mentioned to you, and helped me catch Oufu."

What?

Hearing this, Karen was stunned for a moment,
and then chuckled slightly: "Cousin, how can he
help you catch Ou with the strength of a holy king?
Even if it is true, it is just luck."

Seeing Karen did not believe, Xue Mi'er pouted
angrily, very charming.

But Yue Feng had a calm face. After so many
years, he had been misunderstood by all kinds of
people, and he had long been used to it.

Afterwards, Yue Feng and Xue Mi'er chatted a few
words and learned that Xue Mi'er and Karen were
chasing a big villain recently, but they came to the
area of Storm Mountain and were run away by the
other party. But Xue Mi'er and Karen, He ran into
this underground cave by mistake.

hiss!

After chatting for a few words, Xue Mi'er finally
saw the dragon not far away, her body trembled
and her legs became soft.

At the same time, Karen took a breath of air and
froze there.

"Dragon?"

Finally, Xue Mi'er was the first to react, and her
voice was full of tremors: "This...there is a dragon
here." When the

voice fell, Karen walked over and put Xue Mi'er in
front of him, comfortingly said: "Cousin Don't be
afraid, there is me." He said so, but his face was
pale, and his legs couldn't stop trembling.

The dragon in front of me, but disappeared nearly
two years ago, can't you be shocked?

Huh!

At this moment, hearing the movement of the
three of them, the sleeping dragon also awoke,
and the blood-red eyes immediately locked the
three of Yue Feng.

In the next second, he saw the dragon fanning its
wings, and a strong wind swept towards Yue Feng
three.

The dragons in this world have cruel
temperaments. Seeing three people appear in front
of them, the first reaction is to kill them all.

Oops!

At this moment, whether it was Yue Feng or Xue
Mi'er, their expressions changed drastically.

I saw that the raging wind, wherever it passed, the
air was distorted, and wind blades were formed,
which was very terrifying.

"What to do?" Xue Mi'er panicked.

Karen took a deep breath and said loudly: "Cousin,
don't panic." The voice fell, and the Holy Power
burst out, intending to block the strong wind.

Karen has liked Xue Mi'er since she was a child,
and recently joined the Bounty League, just to get
closer to Xue Mi'er. At this time, facing the trap,
she naturally has to behave well.

In a short time, the strong wind hit Karen hard,
and the whole person was shaken out.

Bang!

At this moment, Karen directly hit the rock wall
behind and couldn't help but spit out a mouthful of
blood, his face pale.
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"Cousin!"

Seeing this scene, Xue Mi'er couldn't help
exclaiming.

Up to this time, Xue Mi'er hadn't been relieved
from the shock. She never expected that there
would be a dragon in this huge cave.

Cough...

Karen coughed a few times. It was obvious that he
was seriously injured just now.

In the next second, Karen struggled to stand up,
and said anxiously at Xue Mi'er: "Cousin, this
dragon is too strong, we are not opponents at all,
let's find a way to run!" When

he said this, Karen looked around quickly.

run?

Hearing this, Xue Mi'er almost burst into tears.
This cave is so big, like a maze, where to run.

Yue Feng next to him had a calm expression as he
looked at the dragon in front of him thoughtfully.

Boom, boom, boom!

At this moment, the dragon stood up and quickly
approached. The huge figure was like a hill. Every
step it moved, it would make an earthquake-like
movement, shocking people's hearts.

Seeing the dragon getting closer, Karen and Xue
Mier were panicked and anxious.

Click!

In the next second, Karen had an idea and urged
the Holy Power again, with a big sword in his hand
standing on the rock wall beside him, suddenly, a
piece of stone fell, forming a stone wall, blocking
the way of the dragon.

Not only that, but also blocked Yue Feng inside.

Nima!

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng frowned secretly.

Doesn't this Karen know what to say in advance?

"Cousin!" At the same time, Xue Mi'er was also
anxious, and said to Karen: "Why did you keep Yue
Feng in it? Find a way and save him."

The strength of this giant dragon is too terrifying.
If Yue Feng can't come out, the consequences can
be imagined.

However, Karen was indifferent, and slowly said:
"Cousin, it's about time now, why are you still
concerned about the lives of others? Anyway, he
can't run, so it's better to let him hold the dragon
so that we can delay time. "When

he said this, Karen was very serious, but his eyes
flashed with gloom.

Yes, Karen deliberately blocked Yue Feng in it. In
this way, Yue Feng became the target of the giant
dragon. As long as the giant dragon caught Yue
Feng, he would not chase himself and his cousin.

"You..."

Xue Mi'er was frustrated when she heard this.

My cousin was too selfish to do this, and even used
Yue Feng's life to delay time for himself.

Thinking about it, Xue Mi'er was about to criticize,
but Karen didn't give her a chance, grabbed her
arm, and rushed to the distance quickly.

"Cousin, you let me go, let me go..."

"Cousin, it's a matter of life and death, don't blame
me..."

Nima!

Listening to the two people's voices, getting further
and further away, Yue Feng's expression was
extremely ugly, very angry.

This Karen is too shameless. In order to survive,
he did not hesitate to sacrifice others?

"Roar!"

At this moment, the giant dragon rushed forward,
looking down at Yue Feng, his blood basin opened.

At this moment, Yue Feng couldn't tell the
nervousness, but he quickly thought of something,
took out the beast ring from his body, raised his
head and shouted at the giant dragon: "Hold on."

Um?
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Hearing the call, the giant dragon stopped
instantly, looking at Yue Feng's eyes, full of
doubts!

what happened? The breath on this person
suddenly became strange.

At this time, the giant dragon clearly felt that Yue
Feng in front of him had an aura that made him
kind, and this kind of aura came from the Royal
Beast Ring.

call!

At this time, Yue Feng took a deep breath and
continued to communicate with the dragon in front
of the Yu Beast Ring: "Dragons, dragons, we have
no grievances and no grudges, there is no need to
make you die or die, right!"

Seriously, Yue Feng The current strength is nothing
short of going head-on with the giant dragon in
front of him, but doing so will consume too much
strength and is not necessary at all.

"You..."

Hearing this, the dragon's eyes shone with
brilliance, very surprised: "How can you
communicate with me?"

At this time, the dragon doesn't know yet. Yue
Feng has an imperial beast ring on his body, which
is natural. Talk to it.

Yue Feng smiled slightly: "Maybe, I have special
abilities." The

dragon groaned, proudly: "Even if you can
communicate with me? In my eyes, you are just a
humble human being who meets me. , even if you
have bad luck. "

immediately, the dragon could not conceal his
greed:" I did not eat for a long time people have
forgotten what the taste, since you broke into my
place, peace of mind to do my food with you. "

Nepal Ma!

Yue Feng frowned secretly, at the same time, he
couldn't help cursing inwardly.

Sure enough, the dragons in this different world
are all very evil, and they all show friendship, but
they even want to eat themselves.

However, Yue Feng didn't panic at all, and said to
the giant dragon: "Well, originally I was thinking of
helping you remove the prisoner dragon thorn
from your body, since you are going to eat me,
then forget it."

Huh?

At this moment, the dragon was stunned.

"What are you talking about?" The

giant dragon's contemplative gaze, with a bit of
shaking, looked at Yue Feng closely: "Can you help
me remove the two prisoner dragon thorns?"

The giant dragon at this time, very much. It was
excitement, you know, it was trapped here with a
prisoner dragon thorn on its wings, unable to fly,
and was trapped here for a full two thousand
years. At this time, I heard Yue Feng said that it
could be taken out. Can it be excited?

"Not bad!" Yue Feng nodded.

The dragon pondered and looked up and down Yue
Feng: "You humans are very cunning. You don't
want to be eaten by me, so you deliberately
fabricate this lie, right?" After

that, the dragon looked very proud: "I put it on my
back. The prisoner dragon thorn of Vu Yizha, he is
the leader of your humanity, the strength is

tyrannical, for many years, no one can reach his
realm, and the prisoner dragon thorn he pierced on
me, no one except him Can explain, you said you
can take it? Will I believe it?" The

last sentence fell, and the dragon's eyes flashed
with evil light.

Haha... At

this moment, Yue Feng couldn't help laughing.

It turned out that the prisoner's dragon thorn on
its body was pierced by Fu Xi, no wonder.

Thinking about it, Yue Feng breathed a sigh of
relief, and said lightly: "If you don't try, how do
you know that I can't take it? Anyway, I'm here
and can't run away." The

dragon pondered, and finally nodded after a few
seconds: " Okay, I will believe you once. If you
dare to lie to me, I will tear you to pieces." This
person is right, he can't run away anyway. If he
really helps himself to remove the prisoner dragon
thorn, he will recover by himself. If you are free,
you can leave this broken place.

Seeing the dragon's promise, Yue Feng smiled.

In the next second, the giant dragon slowly
lowered his head, Yue Feng did not hesitate,
touched his feet on the ground, made a light leap,
and jumped onto the giant dragon's back.

Stabbed...

However, Yue Feng did not immediately take out
the prisoner's dragon thorn, but pulled out a
dagger from his body and slashed his finger. In a
short time, blood poured out.

Immediately afterwards, Yue Feng quickly walked
to the top of the dragon's head and dripped the
blood from his fingers. At the same time, internal
force urged, and the dragon dripped blood to
recognize the master.

Yes, Yue Feng just said so much to the giant
dragon, the ultimate goal is not to help it take out
the prisoner dragon's thorns, but to confess the
master with its blood.
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Om!

At this moment, the giant dragon's huge body
trembled suddenly, and his heart was frightened.

While angry, the dragon was also indescribably
shocked.

It clearly felt that the person in front of him was
not the Holy King at all in strength, and the power
surging in his body was very powerful, almost
unfathomable.

Soon, the blood confession was completed.

At this moment, the giant dragon put aside its
previous pride and respectfully said to Yue Feng:
"Master!"

Although the giant dragon was very unwilling, but
there was no way. The blood confession has been
completed, and no one can change it. From now on
, His destiny is tied to the person in front of him.

Um!

Yue Feng smiled and nodded: "I know you are not
convinced and feel that you have been deceived,

but I tell you, I can indeed help you remove the
prisoner dragon thorn." As he

said, Yue Feng Yufeng turned: "However, , Before I
remove the prisoner dragon thorn, you must
promise me that after leaving here, you don't need
to do evil and endanger human beings."

"Yes, Master." The dragon quickly responded.

Yue Feng stopped talking nonsense, jumped on the
back of the giant dragon again, muttered the
formula silently, and pulled out the prisoner
dragon thorn. To pull out the prisoner's dragon
thorn requires a formula, Yue Feng has read it in
ancient books.

"Roar!" At

this moment, feeling freedom, the dragon raised
his head and roared with indescribable excitement
and excitement.

...

On the other side.

Karen took Xue Mi'er and ran for more than ten
minutes to make sure it was safe, and then
stopped.

"Cousin, why, why do you want to leave Yue Feng
behind." Xue Mi'er was trembling with anger and
heartache.

Just after meeting with Yue Feng, he was
abandoned by his cousin.

Karen wiped his sweat and patiently persuaded
him: "Cousin, that Yue Feng is just an ordinary

friend of yours, why are you so worried about him?
Besides, he is not dead in vain. Use his life in
exchange for our two lives.. ."

Before finishing speaking, Xue Mi'er interrupted:
"Don't tell me, even if he is just my ordinary
friend, fate is not fate?"

"I..."

Feeling Xue Mi'er's atmosphere, Karen was very
helpless.

"Roar!" He

was talking, only to hear another roar of the
dragon not far away.

Upon hearing this roar, Karen and Xue Mi'er both
trembled and panicked inexplicably.

After so long, Yue Feng must have been killed by
the giant dragon.

Just when the two were extremely nervous, they
saw the huge figure of the dragon coming from a
distance.

I saw a proud figure standing above the dragon's
head. This man, with sharp facial features, was
extremely cold!

It's not who Yue Feng is!

What?

Seeing this scene, both Karen and Xue Mi'er were
shocked.

He...he didn't even die?

Not only that, but standing on top of the dragon's
head, how did he do it? It's incredible.

"Yue Feng?!"

Finally, Xue Mi'er was the first to react, stood up,
and shouted at Yue Feng with surprise and joy:
"So you are fine, that's great." I

thought that Yue Feng had been killed by the
dragon. I was sad for him just now, but at this
moment, can you be unhappy to see that Yue Feng
is intact?

Karen next to him also frowned secretly.

Mad, this guy is not dead.

Really hell.

Feeling Xue Mi'er's concern, Yue Feng smiled:
"How could something happen to me?"

Xue Mi'er looked curious: "What the hell is going
on? How do you get along with this giant dragon?
Yes?" Xue Mi'er did not forget to pay attention to
the dragon when she said this.

Ha ha...

Yue Feng smiled and said, "I talked with the
dragon just now, and he said that my skin is thick
and it's not tasty."

What?
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Hearing this, Xue Mier's body trembled, and the
whole person was stunned.

After a few seconds, Xue Mi'er reacted and said in
disbelief: "You...can you communicate with the
dragon?" For

thousands of years, dragons have been the
strongest creatures in the world, and humans can
only look up. And this Yue Feng could actually
communicate with the dragon?

"Of course." Yue Feng smiled slightly: "Otherwise,
how could I stand on its head?" To be

honest, Yue Feng wanted to tell Xue Mi'er the
truth, but I don't know why. Just look at her
curious look. Can't help but tease him.

"Hey!"

At this moment, Karen recovered and shouted at
Yue Feng: "Since you can communicate with it,
take him to a far place. Don't be here."

Ma De.

It's okay for Karen not to speak. Seeing him
speak, Yue Feng suddenly became inexplicably
angry.

Just now Karen, in order to save his life, used
gravel to trap me and the dragon together, which
is simply too despicable.

He cursed inwardly, Yue Feng shook his head at
Karen and said: "I just brought it to find food, how
can I leave?"

"You..."

Hearing this, Karen's heart trembled and he was
inexplicably flustered. "What do you mean?"

Yue Feng shrugged, his expression relaxed and
relaxed: "It's very simple, you two, there is food
for a dragon to become a dragon. Miss Xue Mi'er
and I are friends, so forget it."

"So, only you will become the dragon's food."

What?

When the voice fell, Karen only felt that a
thunderbolt rang in his head, and the whole person
was blinded.

"Can't you communicate with the dragon? Help me
plead!" Karen yelled, her voice trembling.

Yue Feng smiled indifferently: "Why should I help
you intercede?"

Ma De, you used gravel to block my retreat in
order to escape, and asked me to help you hold
the dragon. Now that you are in danger, I thought
of asking me to help. Are you pleading? How can
there be such a good thing in this world.

Thinking in his heart, Yue Feng smiled and
ridiculed: "Aren't you very capable? Try to
communicate with the dragon later, maybe, the
dragon will not eat you!"

Gudong!

Karen swallowed, almost crying without tears.

How can I have any ability to communicate with
the dragon?

At this moment, Xue Mi'er couldn't stand it
anymore, bit her lip tightly, and said to Yue Feng:

"Yue Feng, you...you plead with the dragon, don't
let it eat his cousin, okay?"

Yue Feng did not hesitate and shook his head as
expected: "Sorry, he abandoned me without
hesitation just now. I have no obligation to save
him."

This...

Xue Mi'er suddenly became anxious and pleaded
again: "Yue Feng, I know My cousin was wrong
just now. He shouldn't have left you behind. I
apologize to you for him!"

Although Karen did a terrible way before, he was
not guilty of death.

Yue Feng held his arms and stood leisurely on the
head of the giant dragon, without responding.

Mad!

At this moment, Karen was anxious and angry, and
said to Xue Mi'er: "Cousin, don't beg him, look at
him like a villain, isn't it just talking to the dragon?
He can do it, I Can also..." As he

said, he was ready to go over and talk to the
dragon.

She was stopped by Xue Mi'er without taking two
steps.

"Cousin, you are crazy!" Xue Mi'er was anxious and
angry: "Do you really think that dragons are so
good at communication? I'm afraid I will swallow
you without waiting for you to get closer."

Hearing this, Ka Lun's body shook, his mind was
much clearer, and he panicked at the same time.

Yes, the other party is a giant dragon, so evil, how
can you communicate with yourself?

But how did Yue Feng do it?

"Yue Feng!" At

this time, Xue Mi'er was so anxious that she almost
cried: "Yue Feng, please, help my cousin say
something nice, don't let the dragon eat him,
count me... count me. You're..."

Seeing Xue Mi'er's expression, Yue Feng couldn't
bear to refuse, and smiled slightly: "Okay, then
why are you begging me? You have to show it a
little bit." To be

honest, although Karen was too much before, Yue
Feng didn't want him to die, so he wanted to teach
him a lesson.

"Then you are talking about how to express it."
Xue Mi'er's delicate face was full of bewilderment.

call!

Yue Feng breathed a sigh of relief and thought for
a while: "Let's do this, you call me husband. I'll
help him intercede."
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Huh!

Upon hearing this, Xue Mi'er's delicate face turned
red all of a sudden, biting her lip and shy.

This...this Yue Feng asked himself to call his
husband. Although he is not a golden branch, but
is also the daughter of the leader of the bounty
alliance. On weekdays, anyone who sees himself is

polite, and sees him mentioning this to himself.
Requirements.

At the same time, Karen's expression changed and
he couldn't stand it anymore. He shouted, "Ma De,
what are you talking about?"

How can his cousin call someone else's husband if
she wants to marry her in the future?

Ha ha!

Feeling Karen’s anger, Yue Feng didn’t panic at all,
and said indifferently: "Karen, are you qualified to
yell at me?"

Hearing this, Karen would refute, but when he
thought of it, he now His life was held in Yue
Feng's hands, and he abruptly held back. But
looking at Yue Feng's eyes, he could almost burst
out fire.

"Xue Mi'er?"

At this moment, Yue Feng turned his gaze to Xue
Mi'er and said with a smile: "If you don't call, then
forget it!" While talking, he admired Xue Mi'er up
and down.

This Xue Mi'er is not only beautiful, but also the
best figure.

Yue Feng's gaze made Xue Mier's face even redder,
she bit her lip and whispered: "Okay, my name
is..."

"Old...husband! "When

these two words were shouted, Xue Mi'er's heart
was trembling slightly, her voice was as fine as a
mosquito and flies, and
she could n't hear her
if she didn't listen carefully.

Gudong.

Hearing this husband, Yue Feng only felt the bones
all over his body. It's going to be crisp.

However, Yue Feng still felt that it was not enough.
He stood on the head of the giant dragon, leaned
forward and smiled and said, "Xue Mi'er, what did
you call me? I didn't hear it." When

he said this, Yue Feng watched deliberately.
Glancing at Karen.

Nima!

Karen at this time was almost exploding, this guy
was definitely deliberate.

At the same time, Xue Mi'er was also ashamed and
angry.

This Yue Feng really didn't have the slightest
formality, could he save his cousin if he had to
take advantage of it?

Thinking about it, Xue Mi'er bit her lip tightly,
almost bleeding, and shouted again: "Husband..."
When the

words were yelled out, the beautiful face instantly
lowered. Xue Mi'er is also a arrogant woman,
calling her husband Yue Feng twice in a row, she is
already shy.

"Well, really good!"

Yue Feng closed his head when he saw it, nodded,
and said with a smile: "Well, seeing you are so

sincere, then I will help your cousin to beg for
mercy!"

Xue Mi'er nodded repeatedly: "Thank you, Yue
Feng!"

Karen was sullen, unable to tell.

I thought I could protect my cousin, but at this
time, I needed my cousin's help, and also called
other people's husband. This matter, changing to
any man, I will feel uncomfortable.

"Karen!"

At this moment, Yue Feng noticed Karen's
expression, and said with a smile: "I have been
saved by your cousin, but what you did just now
really made me unhappy, so you need to apologize
to me. That's fine."

"As long as you apologize, I will plead with the
dragon!"

Huh!

Hearing this, Karen couldn't help it completely, and
said angrily: "Boy, don't be too much."

Yue Feng put away his smile and sneered: "I was
too much, you just trapped me with gravel. , It is
clear that I want me to die in the hands of the
dragon, so that you can run away and delay the
time. I tell you, I am not looking for you
desperately now, and I am worthy of you."

"You..."

Hearing this, Ka Lun's face flushed, and he wanted
to refute, but only said one word and couldn't say
it.

"Cousin, just apologize!" Xue Mi'er was too anxious
and couldn't help but said: "You were really wrong
just now. It is right to apologize to Yue Feng."
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However, Karen gritted her teeth tightly, still
unable to let go of her dignity.

I can be regarded as the best bounty hunter in the
bounty league. I apologize to this guy in front of
me. Where can I save face?

call!

At this time, no patience mountain wind, sighed
and said:. "Well, we do not want to apologize,
forget it, Xue Claudel you can see, I gave him a
chance, he does not grasp,"

said Yue Feng stretched out his hand and patted
the head of the giant dragon, pretending to say:
"Dragon, giant dragon, you have been hungry for
so long, so eat this man and cushion your
stomach."

"Roar!" The

voice fell, the giant The dragon let out a roar, and
his huge body came directly towards Karen.

Puff!

At this moment, Karen collapsed instantly, her legs
became weak, and she slumped down on the
ground, shouting: "Don't... Yue Feng... I was
wrong, please help me plead, don't let the dragon
Eat me, I was a bastard before. I am not a human
being. I shouldn't treat you like that. You are a big
man, forgive me..."

Karen was terrified when he said this, almost
scared to pee.

Seriously, Karen didn't want to be so persuaded,
but there was no way. The dragon in front of him
was not an opponent at all.

But while interceding, Karen's heart was also
gloomy.

Ma De, I didn't have the slightest face in front of
my cousin who had been injured by Yue Feng.

Haha...

Hearing the begging for mercy, Yue Feng smiled
and stopped the dragon.

"Yue Feng!"

At this

moment , Xue Mi'er was very shocked and couldn't
help but said: "Why does this dragon listen to you
so much?" "I can communicate with it. Didn't I just
say it." Yue Feng said with a smile.

Xue Mi'er bit her lips tightly, always feeling that
something was wrong.

Communicating with the dragon is one thing,
letting the dragon listen to your orders is another
thing.

At this time, Yue Feng stopped talking nonsense,
greeted Xue Mi'er and Karen, and jumped on the
dragon's back together.

At first, Xue Mi'er and Karen were very frightened,
so they didn't dare to come up. Later, seeing that

the dragon was obedient to Yue Feng's words, they
jumped up cautiously.

Whoosh!

When the two reached the back of the giant
dragon, Yue Feng issued an instruction, and the
giant dragon stretched its wings and flew directly
out of the cave.

Haha...

Soon, he flew out of the cave, and when he was
above the sky, Yue Feng felt unspeakably happy.

Ma De, finally came up, and when he returned to
Storm City, he must find that Tian Yi to settle the
account.

What a beautiful scenery!

At the same time, Xue Mi'er and Karen, sitting on
the back of the dragon, looking at the mountains
and rivers below, were shocked and inexplicably
excited at the same time.

I really thought that if I met a dragon, I could still
come out alive, and even more unexpectedly, I
could sit on the dragon's back and soar into the
sky.

Soon, on a hillside, under Yue Feng's signal, the
giant dragon slowly landed.

"Xue Mi'er."

When the two Xue Mi'er got off the dragon's back,
Yue Feng smiled and said, "I still have important
things to do, so I won't be with you."

Tian Yi of Storm City deceived himself into the
underground cave. This account must be settled by
going back to him, and it is naturally inconvenient
for Xue Mi'er to follow.

Um!

Xue Mi'er nodded: "Okay, then let's see you
again." After

saying that, she took Karen and left.
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"Okay!"

Watching the two of them go away, Yue Feng took
a deep breath, turned his head and said to the
giant dragon: "You also go find a habitat,
remember, you can no longer do evil and harm
humans."

Yue Feng was thinking of returning to Storm City
with the dragon, but then he thought about it, the
dragon was too big, so he gave up in order to
avoid panic among the people.

"Know, Master!" The dragon replied respectfully,
then spread its wings and flew away.

Seeing the giant dragon disappearing into the
distant sky, Yue Feng took a deep breath and
turned to the direction of Storm City.

After half an hour, Yue Feng arrived at Storm City.

Having been trapped in the underground cave for
nearly ten hours, Yue Feng was a little tired. After
entering the city, he found a tavern and planned to
take a rest before looking for Tian Yi.

It was noon, and there were a lot of people in the
tavern.

As soon as Yue Feng sat down, he heard the
guests at the next table discussing the
fake'Goddess of Light'.

"Have you heard? That fake goddess of light was
rescued..."

"It's more than I heard. I was there yesterday. The
one who came to the execution ground was also a
woman, and she was very strong."

"Yes ." , I can also see clearly, the woman in the
execution ground is beautiful, but she looks very
fierce..." A

few guests’ comments, you and I heard one
sentence, and Yue Feng was stunned. .

Damn it!

It turned out that Tian Yi didn't lie to herself,
Miaoying was really rescued.

In astonishment, Yue Feng secretly smiled bitterly.

I misunderstood that Tian Yi, and in order to meet
Miaoying, he almost lost his mind at the time.

Afterwards, Yue Feng sat there quietly and
continued to listen to the discussion of the guests
next door. Based on their descriptions, Yue Feng
quickly determined that it was Yan Hong who had
rescued Miaoying.

For a while, Yue Feng was secretly worried.

Yan Hong came and went without a trace, it was
really difficult to find her.

Moreover, Yan Hong and Miaoying had been at
odds, and it was really unpredictable that Miaoying
fell on her hand.

After resting in the tavern for a while, Yue Feng
didn't go to trouble Tian Yi, but hurried to the
Principality of Zhuri.

Yue Feng had thought about it. To find Yan Hong's
whereabouts, he needed the help of the Duchy of
Sun. After all, he had been duke by the king of
Duchy of Sun.

.....

At this moment, Storm City, City Lord's Mansion.

At this time, the hall was full of representatives of
the five principalities.

Tian Yi led the coalition forces and successfully
regained Storm City. At that time, the Twelve
Paladins suddenly appeared and subdued Miaoying.
This incident soon spread in the five principalities.
Then, the five principalities sent representatives.
Discuss how to deal with the Duchy of the Day.

"Everyone!" At

this time, Tian Yi, who was sitting on the main
seat, looked around and smiled bitterly: "Tell you a
bad news! That fake goddess of light was saved by
someone."

What?

Hearing this, the whole hall was in an uproar.

That fake goddess of light, was rescued?

"What should I do?"

"Yes, it is said that the fake goddess of light is very
powerful. Now that she has been rescued, she will
definitely go back and continue to support the
Principality of the Sun in launching a war."

"Yes, this is a big hidden danger. "

Everyone expressed their opinions, all of them
worrisome.
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saw this scene, Tian Yi smiled and said with
comfort: "Don’t worry, everyone, the fake goddess
of light was subdued by the twelve paladins, that is
to say, she has been targeted by the Temple of
Light. It's hard to protect yourself, how can you
support the Principality of the Day? So, let's not
worry!"

Hearing this, the expressions of everyone around
him stretched out.

"That's what I said!"

"In this case, we don't have any worries. Let's
discuss how to deal with the Duchy of Sun."

Under the discussion, everyone began to discuss
how to attack the Duchy of Sun, but after
discussing for a long time, they did not find a good
reason. . You know, the war is being waged on the
Roland Continent, and it is also important to be
famous.

At this moment, Tian Yi thought of something and
smiled: "I have a way. Half a day ago, someone
broke into Storm City and saved the false goddess
of light. I found out that this person was Feng Tao.
Zeng killed Wen Liang."

"This person is strong, closely related to the
Principality of Sun, and has something to do with
the false Goddess of Light."

"We will send an envoy to the Principality of Sun to
surrender this storm, if they can't. , We have a
reason to send troops!"

Hearing this, everyone around looked at each
other.

Finally, I don't know who shouted: "But the Duchy
of Day, what if you hand over this wind?" The

voice fell, and the others nodded one after
another.

Haha...

Tian Yi couldn't help but laughed, and shook his
head: "The Principality of the Sun cannot surrender

the wind and waves, because half a day ago, the
wind and waves were led by me to the cave under
the storm mountain. The bottom is very sinister,
I'm afraid This Feng Tao is already dead below.
And this matter, the Principality of the Day doesn't
know yet, how could they hand it over? "

Huh!

Hearing this, everyone suddenly realized, and at
the same time smiles appeared on their faces.

"Haha, this method is good!"

"Not bad, not bad...."

...

Duchy of Sun.

Royal Palace!

The five principalities sent envoys and proposed to
hand over Yue Feng from the Principality day by
day, otherwise they would send troops, and the
news soon reached the hall.

Upon receiving the news, the king was frightened
and angry, and immediately summoned the major
city masters to discuss this matter together.

At this moment, the king was sitting on the dragon
chair, his expression showing a bit of coldness and
anger, and said calmly: "Everyone, these five
principalities have deceived so much. They have
retaken Storm City, but they want me to hand over
the wind and waves. What do you think about the
matter?"

The king was very aggrieved when he said this.

This Fengtao, who was just duke-named himself,
not only had a set of warfare, but also had
extremely high attainments in painting. How could
it be handed over to the five principalities?

But if you don’t pay, the five principalities will unite
against the Duchy of the Day.

At this time, Zhan Chao was the first to stand up
and slowly said: "Your Majesty, the messenger of
the five principalities, I understand that Feng Tao
has something to do with the false goddess of
light, so we will let us hand over Yue Feng. And,
before, we started the war first.” At

this point, Zhan Chao looked serious: “I think it’s
better to hand over the wind and waves, and
temporarily stabilize the five principalities,
otherwise, they will really send troops, let’s Can't
stop it." When

he said this, Zhan Chao's face was selfless, but his
eyes flashed with coldness.

That Fengtao embarrassed himself again and
again, and now such a good opportunity will
naturally not be missed.

"you shut up."

As soon as the voice fell, Abel strode out and
yelled at Zhan Chao, "Are you worthy of your own
conscience when you say this? Don’t forget that
the coalition forces attacked Amaterasu twice
before, and the Lord Fengtao helped to defend it. ,
Moreover, Your Excellency Feng Tao was also
made a duke by your majesty, so he was handed
over. In the future, we will follow the Principality,
how can we still gain a foothold in Roland?"

Ha ha...

Zhan Chao sneered and retorted: "He can help
hold Amaterasu City, it’s all good luck. There is no
real ability. Well, you don’t advocate handing over
the wind and waves. When the coalition forces of
the five principalities come over, you can stop
them? Can you stop them?"

"You... ." Abel flushed and was furious.
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Seeing that the atmosphere became more and
more furious, the king frowned and waved his
hand: "Okay, don't make any noise!" The

king said, Abel and Zhan Chao both closed their
mouths and stepped aside.

"This matter!" In the

next second, the king pondered, and slowly said:
"It is related to the prestige and survival of our
Principality, let me think about it, you all retreat
first!"

The king at this time , Also fell into entanglement,
and my heart was very irritable.

"Yes, your majesty!"

The city lord present responded in unison and
withdrew from the main hall one after another.

Zhan Chao's eyes flickered, but he did not leave.

"Your Majesty!"

Seeing that everyone was gone, Zhan Chao
stepped forward and said respectfully to the king:
"Really don't plan to hand over Fengtao? In this

way, the five principalities really want to fight
over, but we can't stop it."

call!

The king sighed deeply, and said helplessly: "Of
course I know this, but Feng Tao was made duke
by me. He is a member of our daily duchy. If I
hand him over to the five principalities, how will I
rule in the future? Principality by the Sun, who else
can convince me?"

Hearing this, Zhan Chao smiled slightly: "It turns
out that your Majesty is worried about this, so let's
leave it to me when Feng Tao returns. "

Give it to you?" The king was stunned.

Zhan Chao nodded: "Yes, I think of ways to catch
Fengtao, and then send it to the five principalities.
When that happens, I will say that the whole thing

is done by myself and has nothing to do with your
majesty. In this way, your majesty will not.
Worrying about the damage of reputation." The

king pondered for a moment, then nodded and
said: "Well, then do as you said!"

To be honest, the king didn't want to hand over
Fengtao, but there was no way, in order to avoid
war, it had to do so.

.....

On the other side, Yue Feng finally arrived at King
Zhurigong City after two hours of flying.

At this time, Abel should be resting.

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng walked towards
the manor where Abel lived.

"Your Excellency..." When he

reached the manor, he saw a knight hurried up to
meet him.

"What's the matter with you?" Yue Feng stopped
and asked with a frown.

When talking about this, Yue Feng looked at the
knight up and down, this outfit seemed to be not
Abel's.

"Your Excellency!" The knight looked polite and
respectfully said: "I am the knight of City Master
Zhan Chao. City Master Zhan Chao has something
to do. I want to discuss with your Excellency."

Zhan Chao?

Hearing this, Yue Feng frowned secretly, and
couldn't help muttering in his heart, that Zhan
Chao, against himself everywhere, suddenly sent
someone to look for him, there must be nothing
good.

Thinking about it, Yue Feng shook his head and
said: "Sorry, I have something,

let's go another day!" He was about to leave.

The knight did not give up, and quickly said: "Your
Excellency, you only need to see City Lord Abel?
He was summoned by the king, and he is still in
the palace! And it is very important for City Lord
Zhan Chao to look for you. Please follow me Let's
go, otherwise, the subordinates really can't deal
with each other."

Abel is in the palace?

Yue Feng scratched his head: "Well, you go ahead
and lead the way."

Soon, under the leadership of the knight, Yue Feng
arrived at Zhan Chao's manor.

Entering the hall of the manor, I saw Zhan Chao
already sitting there waiting.

"Oh..."

Seeing Yue Feng, Zhan Chao quickly stood up and
said with a smile: "The great painter is here, I
really

miss you !" "Zhan Chao, what the hell are you
looking for me?" Yue Feng was too lazy to talk
nonsense, and asked straightforwardly.

Zhan Chao smirked: "Feng Tao, I have been
against you before, aiming at you everywhere, and

then I think about it, I am jealous of your talents, I
really shouldn't!"
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"You are now a Duke, and we are working together
for your Majesty. We are all our own...So, I
apologize to you specifically today. Moreover, I
have prepared a banquet, and I hope you don't
refuse."

When he said this, Zhan Chao looked eager and
sincere, but there was a hint of cunning in his
eyes.

Huh...

Hearing this, Yue Feng's eyes flickered and he
muttered secretly!

Nima, this Zhan Chao has always been
uncomfortable with himself, and suddenly showed
good to himself, how did he feel that something
was wrong.

But it is a bit wrong to refuse directly, it is better
to see what tricks he is playing.

Muttered, mountain wind nodded his head: "Santo
adults really kind."

Ha ha ...

see Yue wind did not refuse, Zhan super smile,
quickly said: "! Banquet at the back, please come
with me,"

the voice down, in Lead the way ahead.

Yue Feng replied and followed behind.

Um?

When he reached the back room, Yue Feng was
stunned.

I saw that the room was empty, not to mention the
banquet, not even a table.

Click!

At this moment, I saw Zhan Chao sneer, pressed a
mechanism at the door, and heard a sound. Then,
a huge black cage landed from the ceiling, directly
covering Yue Feng.

Chi Chi...

Immediately afterwards, cylinders were also
exposed on the walls on all sides, from which
dozens of palm-sized feather arrows were shot out.

Nima!

All this happened too fast, and the scope of the
iron cage was too small, Yue Feng couldn't use it at
all. Soon, six or seven feather arrows were hit on
his body.

"Zhan Chao..."

Yue Feng endured the pain, his anger rose, his
eyes locked tightly on Zhan Chao: "Sure enough, it
is nothing to do with courtesy. If you do not rape
or steal, don't forget, I am now a duke, you do it
to me, Have you thought about the
consequences?"

At this time, Yue Feng could be regarded as
understanding, Zhan Chao did not want to
apologize at all, but had to deal with himself!

"Haha."

Feeling Yue Feng's anger, Zhan Chao didn't panic
at all, but laughed: "Even if your majesty knows,
he won't blame me. Tell you the truth, the five
principalities will send envoys to negotiate terms.
If you hand over it, you will be fine, otherwise, you
will send troops to attack the Principality of SunDuke!"

"For the safety of the Principality of Sun-Duke, I
can only use this method to catch you and hand it
over to the five principalities. When the time
comes, Your Majesty I won’t blame me. "

What?

Hearing this, Yue Feng frowned secretly, shaking in
his heart.

The five principalities actually threatened the
Principality of the Day with me as a condition?

Soon, Yue Feng reacted, and was too lazy to talk
nonsense, urging the internal force to break the
iron cage, but what surprised him was that the iron
cage was very tough. Not only that, but the whole
body began to weaken.

Mad, there is poison on the feather arrow?

However, he is not invaded by poisons.

At this moment, Yue Feng was frightened.

Ha ha...

Seeing Yue Feng’s expression, Zhan Chao sneered:
“Feng Tao, this cage is made of Xingxiao Stone.
Even if you are a holy god, don’t even want to
open it. Also, the feather arrow in you is wiped.
With a special anesthetic, one can anesthetize fifty
unicorns, but if you get six or seven, don't waste
your energy!" When

talking about this, Zhan Chao couldn't say so
proudly.

It turned out to be an anesthetic, so it's no wonder
that you can't get it out with a little effort.

Hearing this, Yue Feng's eyes were blood-red,
completely furious, and shouted: "Zhan Chao, you
despicable and shameless villain, you'd better let
me go out, otherwise, you will regret what you did
today!"
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"I'm afraid you don't have this chance!"

Zhan Chao smiled coldly, and then ordered the two
men outside the door: "Watch tight, and when he
loses resistance, he will tie it up." The

voice fell. Just walked out of the room.

Nima!

Yue Feng clenched his fist, wanted to curse, but
clearly felt that the anesthetic on the feather arrow
began to explode, and a sensation of paralysis
quickly spread throughout his body.

In just ten seconds, Yue Feng lost consciousness
all over his body, and at the same time, his eyes
turned black for a while, and finally fainted.

I don't know how long he has been in a coma, Yue
Feng gradually woke up, still feeling a little groggy
in his mind.

Um?

At the moment when he opened his eyes, Yue Feng
was stunned.

I saw that I was tied up by the big five flowers and
locked in a prison wagon, which was made entirely
of stainless steel, and was slowly moving forward
at this time, and a team of more than a dozen
knights escorted the wagon around.

Seeing the surrounding environment again, Yue
Feng suddenly frowned.

On the left is the continuous mountains, and on
the right is the endless wilderness. Obviously, this
is no longer the boundary of the Duchy of the Sun.

Ma De, did Zhan Chao really hand me over to the
five principalities?

Swearing inwardly, Yue Feng asked the knight
outside through the iron cage of the prison car:
"My lord knight, where are we going?"

"Huh? Wake up..."

Hearing the question, the knight concealed it. He
could not help but jokingly said: "You have been
abandoned by the Principality of the Day, and you
don't even know where you were sent?"

After speaking, the knight continued: "Tell you,
after the five principalities have discussed, you will
be sent to our Golden Lion Principality for
interrogation."

Half a day ago, Yue Feng was sent to Storm City
by Zhan Chao, who was in Storm City at that time.
After deliberation, the representatives of the five
principalities decided to hand over Yue Feng to the
Golden Lion Principality for disposal.

Nima!

Upon hearing this, Yue Feng's expression was
extremely ugly.

Really consider yourself a criminal?

Depressed, Yue Feng smiled and said: "Several
knights, I am not Feng Tao, you have been
deceived by the Duchy of Sun, why don't you let
me go?"

Seriously, with Yue Feng's strength , You can
easily rush out of the prison car, but the
anesthesia effect on your body has not

disappeared, you can only think of a way, think of
a way from these knights in front of you.

Not Feng Tao?

Hearing this, the knight was taken aback at first,
and then couldn't help but laughed: "Hehe, you
don't have to play such a careful thought for me,
before in Storm City, Master Tian Yi has confirmed
that you are Feng Tao!"

At this moment, Yue Feng was very depressed.

Seeing Yue Feng's expression, the knight chuckled:
"Okay, let's not say anything, you still return to
the royal city with us honestly, and wait to see our
Queen, as long as you tell us who you are with
that false goddess of light Relationship, maybe Her
Majesty the Queen will take it lightly. "The

Queen?

Yue Feng was stunned immediately. The ruler of
the Golden Lion Principality is a woman?

At this time, Yue Feng didn't know that among the
six principalities of the Roland Continent, only the
Golden Lion Principality was ruled by the queen,
and it was the only female ruler for thousands of
years.

"Stop!"

Just when Yue Feng muttered secretly, suddenly,
the knight in front shouted, and the prison car
slammed to the brakes.

Yue Feng didn't react at all, didn't sit still, and hit
his head on the iron cage of the prison car.

Damn it!

Yue Feng endured the pain, depressed.

What's the situation, how come it stops suddenly?

Muttering, seeing the situation ahead, Yue Feng
couldn't help taking a breath of cold air.

I saw that not far in front, a dozen people stood
quietly in the middle of the road, each holding a
big sword and covering their faces.

Each of these people is not low in strength, and
most of them are in the realm of the nobles
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"You are so bold."

At this time, the captain of the knight in charge of
escorting the prisoner wagon quickly stepped

forward and yelled at these masked men: "Dare to
block the way of our Royal Guards, quickly get out
of the way, otherwise there will be consequences.
Conceited."

Yes, these knights are from the Royal Guard of the
Golden Lion Principality, with extraordinary status
and free access to the palace.

At the same time, the other knights all drew out
their swords one after another, with solemn
expressions.

Haha...

Hearing this, the headed man in black couldn't
help but sneer: "Today we robbed your Royal
Guard! Brothers, get on it!"

Hula!

When the voice fell, a dozen people in black burst
out of holy power, thinking directly about these
knights rushing over. In the blink of an eye, the
two sides fought fiercely.

Damn it!

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was completely
blindsided.

what's going on? I have seen money robbing
halfway through, and I have never seen a prisoner
car robbing halfway through. Besides, I don’t know
these people in black. They will not save me, are
they?

Thinking about it, Yue Feng closely watched the
battlefield situation.

I saw that these masked men were not only
strong, but also very cooperative with each other.

In the blink of an eye, these knights were rushed
to the ground.

Bang Bang Bang...

Ten minutes later, all the knights around the
prison car were knocked to the ground by these
masked men. One by one, they lost their combat
effectiveness and passed out.

call!

At this moment, the headed masked man tore off
his face towel and strode forward thinking of the
prison wagon.

At this moment, Yue Feng took a deep breath,
trying to calm himself down, and at the same time,
countless thoughts turned in his mind.

Did they save themselves?

Or... was secretly instructed by Zhan Chao to
intercept himself.

"Hey."

At this moment, the man walked to the prison car
and said coldly at Yue Feng: "Don't worry, we
won't hurt you, but you have to promise, wait to
cooperate with us, otherwise, I will be the first.
Killed you!"

His face was fierce when he said this.

This person is Qiangxiong, the biggest bandit
leader of the Golden Lion Principality.

Cooperate?

Hearing this, Yue Feng looked confused, but he
nodded and said: "Okay, I understand."

If it had been a day ago, Yue Feng would definitely
not put these people in front of his eyes, but now,
the anesthesia effect on his body It hasn't
disappeared, so you can only choose to
compromise.

Seeing Yue Feng's promise, Qiang Xiong was too
lazy to talk nonsense, and urged his surrounding
men: "Quickly, put on these knights' clothes, we
are running out of time."

Hearing the order, the masked people around
quickly stunned those in a coma. The knight's
clothes were stripped off and put on himself.

This...

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was secretly
surprised, and at the same time vaguely guessed
something.

The group of people in front of them seems to be
pretending to be the royal guards and mixing into
the palace. What is their purpose in doing this?

A few minutes later, Qiangxiong's gang all changed
their clothes, and then escorted the prison wagon
to continue toward the royal city of the Golden Lion
Principality.

Along the way, Qiangxiong and the surrounding
subordinates were unspeakably excited, talking
and laughing.

"Boss!"

At this time, one of his subordinates smiled at
Qiang Xiong: "Pretending to be a royal guard and

mixing into the palace. This idea is really amazing.
But, the palace is so big, can we find the halfvolume of the sacred book? "The

voice fell, and everyone around was also worried.

Strong male is the look of confidence, lightly: "?
What is panic, as long as we mixed the palace, the
queen wanted to find a way, as long as seize the
queen, afraid she can not find the whereabouts of
canon jade book,"

said these At that time, Qiangxiong looked
confident.
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not bad, Qiang Xiong led his men today to raid the
royal guards, the purpose is to get into the palace
and find the sacred book.

Three days ago, Qiangxiong got the news that the
second half of the lost book of the Holy Code of the
Temple of Light was in the palace of the Golden
Lion Principality. According to legend, the book of
the Holy Code hides a huge secret, just crack it. I
got the secret inside, what I want.

Knowing this situation, Qiangxiong summoned his
men to discuss how to get into the palace. Just half
a day ago, he learned that the Royal Guard was
going to escort a prisoner back to the palace.
Qiangxiong took the people and intercepted it
halfway.

What?

Hearing the conversation between Qiang Xiong and
everyone, Yue Feng was startled.

It turned out that this group of people mixed into
the palace and wanted to find the jade book of the
holy book?

Could it be that the second half of the lost sacred
book of the Temple of Light was in the palace of
the Golden Lion Principality?

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng was inexplicably
excited.

When he was in the Temple of Light before, Yue
Feng had read the first half of the sacred jade
book, the contents of which were handed down by
Fuxi, the second half of which recorded how to
leave this world.

If you get the second half and find Miaoying, you
can leave.

After several hours of rushing, Qiang Xiong and
others escorted Yue Feng and finally arrived at the
King City of Golden Lion.

At this time, the world was already dark.

Because Qiangxiong and others were wearing
knight's armor and still had tokens on their bodies,
the palace guards did not stop them at all.

Haha...At

this moment, Qiangxiong and his men are all
excited beyond words.

"Boss!"

At this moment, one of them glanced at Yue Feng
and couldn't help but said: "What about this guy?
He was on the road before, and he listened to our
plan."

Qiang Xiong did not hesitate, and said coldly: "Find
a corner and kill directly. Don't let people find out."
As the biggest bandit leader of the Golden Lion

Principality, Qiang is ambitious and cruel. In his
heart, Yue Feng is just a criminal and has no value
at all.

Damn it!

Hearing this, Yue Feng's heart was shocked, and
he was shocked and angry.

This group of people is too cruel, right? They want
to kill people without saying anything?

Thinking about it, Yue Feng hurriedly said to Qiang
Xiong: "This boss, don't kill me, aren't you looking
for the queen? I know where her bedroom is. As
long as you promise to let me go, I can take you
there. "

Yue Feng doesn't even know where the queen
lives. He said that to delay himself.

Um?

Hearing this, Qiangxiong and the surrounding
subordinates looked at each other, and there was a
strange light in their eyes.

In the next second, Qiang Xiong endured the
excitement in his heart and looked at Yue Feng:
"Do you really know the queen's palace?" If this
person knew, he would have saved a lot of things.

"I know, I was caught because I went to the
queen's palace at night." Yue Feng nodded.

When he said this, Yue Feng looked serious, but he
secretly smiled.

Haha....

I'm just talking nonsense, this group of people
really believe it.

"Okay!"

Qiang Xiong was overjoyed and patted Yue Feng
on the shoulder: "When you wait, you will take us
to the Queen's Palace. As long as our plan is
successful, your benefits will be indispensable."
With

that, Qiang Xiong asked his subordinates to give
Yue Feng to Yue Feng. The chains on the hands
and feet were untied.

call!

The moment the chains of hands and feet were
untied, Yue Feng couldn't help but breathe a sigh
of relief. Nima was finally free.

Whispering, Yue Feng showed a slight smile, and
then led Qiang Xiong and others around in the

palace. Qiang Xiong and others were wearing
knight costumes, and the guards in the palace
would not interrogate them at all.

After spinning for ten minutes, Yue Feng saw a
light on a palace not far ahead, and quickly said:
"The queen's palace is in front!"

Qiang Xiong waved his hand without any doubt,
"Brothers, rush in." , Grab the queen." The

voice fell, Qiang Xiong rushed into the bedroom
first, followed by a dozen of his men.

Haha...a bunch of idiots!

Seeing this, Yue Feng didn't hesitate to turn
around and ran.

After Qiangxiong and the others broke into the
palace, they saw the priest's altar inside. There

was no queen at all. Obviously, this was a palace
dedicated to priests.

"Huh?"

"Boss, there is no queen here."

"Ma De, I was deceived by that kid."
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Under fright, Qiang Xiong hurriedly led people out
of the palace, but there was no figure of Yue Feng
outside?

boom!

At this moment, Qiangxiong's face was extremely
ugly, and he slapped him fiercely on the stone
statue at the gate of the palace. The kid dared to

lie to himself, and when he caught him, he must
be broken into pieces.

Huh!

At this moment, a team of guards on patrol walked
over and saw Qiang Xiong and others standing at
the gate of the priest's hall, and suddenly frowned
secretly.

"What are you doing here? Don't you know that
the priest's hall is not allowed to enter?"

"How do these guards look so face-to-face?"

"They seem to be fakes."

Soon, these guards on patrol realized something
was wrong and shouted. Then he rushed over.

Mad! Identity revealed!

Seeing the guards from the past, Qiang Xiong and
others had no time to escape, so they had to bite
the bullet and fight fiercely with the opponent.

Suddenly, the sound of fighting and shouting
resounded over the entire palace.

the other side!

After Yue Feng ran for a while, he heard the
direction of the priest's hall, and there was a
fighting sound. Then, many patrolling guards kept
rushing past.

Haha... These

idiots must have revealed their identity.

Yue Feng showed a smile, relaxed, and took
advantage of the darkness to walk towards the
direction outside the palace.

Yue Feng thought it over, and waited until the
numbness on his body completely disappeared,
and then came back to explore the palace.

After walking for a while, Yue Feng felt his head
was big.

This palace was really too big, and it was still at
night, Yue Feng felt that he had entered a huge
maze, and he couldn't find the palace door to get
out no matter how he walked.

Nima.

Wouldn't I be trapped here too?

Depressed, hearing a palace in front of him, with
lights still on inside, Yue Feng stepped lightly and
walked in slowly.

Forget it, grab a court lady and ask.

hiss!

As soon as he walked in and saw the scene inside,
Yue Feng was shocked and couldn't help taking a
breath.

I saw that inside this palace, the decoration was
very luxurious and magnificent, and even the bed
was carved with ivory.

Damn it.... It wouldn't be so coincidental.

Is this the queen's palace?

Yue Feng took a deep breath and continued to look
inside, and his whole person was stunned!

I saw a beautiful and sexy woman sitting on the
ivory bed. The woman had long golden hair and
delicate features. She was wearing a pale golden
nightgown. The charming curves made people
unable to move their eyes.

Beside, two beautiful palace ladies waited quietly.

Damn it!

It's really the queen.

Feeling the powerful aura in the woman, Yue Feng
realized that this was the queen of the Golden Lion
Principality.

After watching for more than ten seconds, Yue
Feng gradually reacted and couldn't help but pat
himself.

If you want to leave the palace in the chaos, how
do you think the queen is fascinated? !

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng was about to turn
around and leave.

At this moment, the movement outside grew
louder and louder.

"What's the situation outside?" The

queen frowned and said to the two court ladies
beside her: "You go out and have a look!!"

"Yes." The two court ladies responded in unison,
and walked out of the palace quickly.

call!

At this moment, Yue Feng couldn't think much, and
quickly hid behind the pillar to avoid being
discovered by the two palace ladies.
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Hoop!

As soon as the two court ladies left, a team of
patrolling guards ran over and guarded around the
palace.

"An assassin has entered the palace!"

"Protect Your Royal Highness!"

Seeing this, Yue Feng wanted to cry without tears.

Nima, I can't get off now.

Huh!

At this time, the queen stood up all of a sudden,
walked to the door, and asked: "What's the
matter?"

"Back to your majesty." The guard outside the
door quickly reported: "There is a group of
assassins, pretending to be the royal guards, and
getting in. At the palace." The

queen's eyebrows furrowed: "We must catch them
and never let them run away."

"Yes!" While the

queen asked the guards, Yue Feng quietly walked
in and hid behind the ivory bed. Now there are
guards everywhere outside. In a short time, I must
not be able to leave. It is better to hide in the
queen's palace and watch the changes.

At this time, the queen returned and sat on a bed
of ivory.

At this moment, through the hollowed-out ivory
bed, Yue Feng admired the queen at close range
and couldn't help feeling secretly.

I didn't expect that there would still be such a
beautiful queen in Roland Continent.

"Protect the queen, capture the assassin!"

Just when Yue Feng secretly admired the queen,
suddenly, a shout came from outside, and then a
man in golden armor walked in quickly.

"Mengyi?"

Seeing the incoming person, the queen frowned
and looked very unhappy: "What are you doing
here?"

The man is called Meng Yi, the title of Marquis, and
his status is second only to the queen. One person
is less than ten thousand people. It can be said
that he is powerful. Recently, he has cultivated his
own power in secret, which has seriously
threatened the status of the queen.

In the past few days, the queen is trying to figure
out how to get rid of the masked wings. At this
time, seeing him, naturally she won't have a good
face.

"Your Majesty the Queen!"

Feeling the Queen's displeasure, Mengyi didn't
panic at all, and said pretentiously: "I just heard
that an assassin broke into the palace, so I hurried
over to protect him." The

queen exhaled softly and said coldly: "The assassin
is outside. If you are really loyal to me, go and
grab them all. Also, this is my bedroom, no
summons, no entry, you know?"

However, Meng Yi didn't seem to hear it. Standing
there laughing without saying a word.

Seeing this scene, the queen became even more
angry: "Meng Yi, you can't hear me?"

Ha ha...

Meng Yi did not answer, but clapped her hands!

Wow!

In an instant, a dozen people broke in from outside
and surrounded the queen.

The queen was extremely furious and exclaimed:
"Meng Yi, what do you mean? Are you going to
commit the following crimes, treason?"

Fuck!

At the same time, Yue Feng, who was hiding
behind the ivory bed, was also secretly surprised.

This man named Mengyi is so bold that he wants
to do something against the queen.

Meng Yi smiled proudly and said, "Yes, I'm going
to rebel today. Anyway, you are ready to get rid of
me. Instead of just waiting to be killed, you should
take the initiative, right?"

After speaking, Meng Yi glanced outside and
continued: "I didn't plan to do it today, but those
assassins created perfect conditions for me. Hey,
now the guards of the entire palace are attracted
to the priest's hall by the assassins. No one will
worry about coming here, and the guards guarding
your palace are all mine."

"If you are more acquainted, give way to me,
otherwise, don't blame me for being impolite!"

What ?

The guards outside are also his people?
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heard this, the queen's body trembled: "Meng Yi,
even if you kill me tonight, you will not get the
support of the people..."

Before she finished speaking, Meng Yi interrupted.
NS.

"Of course I won't kill you myself." Mengyi smiled
wickedly and said word by word: "It is the people
around you who killed you. After they kill you, I
will charge you as an assassin. Catch them all."

"Waiting until tomorrow morning, I will tell the
entire Principality that you were killed by an
assassin, and I came to rescue him, but it was one
step late, and then everyone would choose a new
king. "

And I, I am the most suitable candidate, do you
understand?"

After speaking the last sentence, Meng Yi laughed
triumphantly.

"You..." At

this moment, the queen was so angry, her delicate
body trembled constantly, and she couldn't speak
for a while.

At the same time, Yue Feng frowned secretly.

Ma De, this Mongolian Wing, let his subordinates
pretend to be assassins to deal with the queen,
and get rid of responsibility. This trick is really
poisonous.

At this time, Meng Yi no longer talked nonsense,
raised his hand, and pointed at the queen: "Kill
her!"

Buzzing...In a

short time, everyone around burst out of holy
power and head towards the queen!

Seeing everyone rushing over, the queen bit her
lips tightly, her delicate face was full of anger and
coldness: "Mengyi, these people want my life? You
really underestimated me."

Om!

As the voice fell, a powerful sacred power burst out
from the queen's body. In a moment, the air in the
entire palace seemed to stagnate.

The queen is not only the ruler of the Golden Lion
Principality, but is also very strong in cultivation
strength. The strength of the upper-stage saint is
about to break through the saint emperor.

"Kacha!"

Then, with a crisp sound, a golden long sword
appeared in the Queen's hand.

This golden long sword, made of special metal, is a
symbol of the golden lion king's power, and only
the kings of the past can have it.

As soon as the golden sword came out, the entire
palace was enveloped under a golden glow.

At this moment, everyone around was inexplicably
panicked.

"What is it?"

Seeing this, Meng Yi frowned and shouted: "She
has only one person. No matter how strong she is,
it won't be long. As long as the big thing is done
tonight, you will all be heroes."

Listen At this point, everyone's heart is certain,
speed up, and surround the queen in the middle.

Obviously, these people were specially trained by
Mengyi, and they cooperated very well. They saw
that the queen held a golden sword in her hand,
her figure was agile and elegant, but she couldn't
rush out.

call!

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng couldn't help taking a
deep breath, and then sat there cross-legged,
urging his dantian internal force to expel the
anesthetic residue in his body.

At this time, Yue Feng was very anxious, because
he knew that once the queen was killed, Meng Yi
would definitely search the entire palace, and then
his whereabouts would be exposed.

Under what kind of circumstances, the strength
must be restored as soon as possible.

While driving out, Yue Feng also paid attention to
the situation in front of him.

I saw that the queen was holding a golden sword,
surrounded by the crowd, and the figure shuttled
back and forth. The perfect figure was revealed,
and it was simply too beautiful.

Soon, half an hour passed, the queen's holy power
was consumed too much, the speed slowed down,
and the delicate face also showed a bit of fatigue.

Haha...

Seeing this scene, Meng Yi couldn't say how proud,
and shouted: "Face reality, don't struggle!" The

queen bit her lip without responding, and
continued to wield the golden sword, struggling to
support it.

"Oh!"

At this moment, a soft sigh came from behind the
ivory bed: "So many people hit one, you really
want to face." The voice fell, and you saw a dark
shadow, like thunder and lightning, toward The
crowd in front of the queen went away.
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This dark shadow is just a chair.

boom!

The crowd was too late to react, and one of them
was hit in the head and fainted immediately.

Mad!

Seeing this scene, Meng Yi and the surrounding
subordinates were frightened and looked behind
the ivory bed one after another.

I saw a handsome figure slowly coming out, with a
bit of coldness on his firm face.

It is Yue Feng.

At this time, the queen also trembled, when did
this person hide here? I didn't even know it all the
time.

Huh!

At this moment, everyone's eyes were focused on
Yue Feng.

"I can't control you, but so many people bully a
woman, then I can't just sit idly by." Yue Feng
stretched his body and slowly said.

After half an hour of dispelling, the anesthetic in
Yue Feng's body had completely disappeared.

Hearing this, Meng Yi's face turned gloomy and
coldly said: "Who are you? Do you dare to talk to
me like this and find death?"

Then, Meng Yi glanced at the queen, guessed
something in his heart, and laughed and mocked:
"Oh, I see, this is the man you hid in the palace? It
just so happens that you will be executed together
tonight."

In Meng Yi's heart at this time, Yue Feng is the
man hidden in the palace by the queen, otherwise,
what? Will hide behind the ivory bed?

Huh!

The queen's delicate face suddenly flushed, and
she was ashamed and angry, and shouted at Meng
Yijiao: "You shut up, I don't even know him."

This masked wing not only committed the crime,
but now also slanders his innocence. How can he
bear it?

When the voice fell, Yue Feng also said: "Yes, I
have nothing to do with the queen, you don't talk
nonsense here."

Nonsense?

Meng Yi sneered and was too lazy to talk
nonsense: "No matter who you are, since you are
hiding in the palace, don't want to go out alive." As
he said, with a wave of his hand, the surrounding
men immediately surrounded Yue Feng.

Ha ha!

Looking at the people who rushed away, Yue Feng
didn't panic at all. Ever since he was cheated by
Zhan Chao, he was holding a fire in his heart.

Thinking about it, Yue Feng raised his fist directly!

Bang!

The person who rushed to the front, before he
could react, was hit in the face with a punch by
Yue Feng, the whole person was smashed into the
air, and he passed out immediately after landing!

What? !

Seeing this scene, whether it was the queen, or
Mengyi and his men, their hearts were shocked
and their faces were full of consternation.

This... this guy is just a holy king, who knocked
people out with a punch? !

You know, each of Meng Yi's men is not low in
strength, but in front of this guy, there is no
resistance at all.

Could it be that he was the assassin who broke
into the palace?

Under the shock of the heart, the others who
rushed to the front did not dare to act rashly
anymore, swallowing secretly one by one, looking
at Yue Feng's gaze, there was also a bit of jealousy
coming out.

"Your Excellency Marquis!"

Finally, one of his subordinates cautiously said to
Mengyi: "This guy is a bit evil, what should I do?"

Meng Yi's face was black, and he was so angry that
he cursed: "Trash, this guy is only in the realm of
the Holy King, and only one person, what are you
all talking about?! Let's go together, kill him first,
and then kill the queen!"

According to the plan, we must Before the
assassins outside were caught, the queen was
killed, so that they could blame the assassins, but
unexpectedly, a man suddenly appeared and
disrupted the plan.

Huh!

Hearing Meng Yi's angry shout, a dozen of his
subordinates took a breath, burst out Holy Power
again, and rushed directly towards Yue Feng.
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Yue Feng looked relaxed, not panicking at all.

Although these men of Meng Yi were not low in
strength, in Yue Feng's eyes, there was no threat
at all.

However, Yue Feng did not show his true strength,
but pretended to be very scared, yelling, and
dodged everywhere.

"Oh, I want to deceive more and less, I'm not a
hero."

While dodging, Yue Feng kept moving things in
front of him to block the pace of others behind,
tables, screens, chairs, and even ivory beds. , All
were moved by Yue Feng.

"Wow!"

A guy, seeing that he was about to catch Yue
Feng, bumped his head on the table, couldn't help
but squat down, bowed into a shrimp shape.

"Ouch!"

"Ah...my eyes!" In the

next few minutes, the rest of the people were
either smashed in the face by chairs or smashed
into a bed of ivory. In the end, they fell to the
ground one by one. The expression was painful,
and all of them lost their combat effectiveness.

Mad!

Seeing this scene, Meng Yi almost exploded in
anger. So many people besieged a person. Not
only did they fail to catch him, but he was defeated
in this way. It was really embarrassing.

This...

At the same time, the queen was also trembling,
looking at Yue Feng's gaze, full of surprise.

So many people were knocked down by his use of
furniture. This is really good luck.

In the Queen's heart, Yue Feng was no more than
the Saint King's strength, but he used furniture to
knock down so many people. Apart from good luck,
he really couldn't think of any other reasons.

"you wanna die!"

Finally, Meng Yi reacted, glaring at Yue Feng, and
after an angry shout, he rushed over.

Haha...

Seeing that Meng Yi was completely irritated, Yue
Feng smiled secretly, but his face was very
panicked: "Oh, is it angry?" As he

shouted, Yue Feng speeded up, carrying Meng Yi
on Circle in the palace.

Just now when Yue Feng dodged Meng Yi's men,
he pulled the table and chair, seemingly casual,
but in fact he was deploying a formation.

At this time the formation has been formed, as
long as Mengyi is trapped, don't think of it.

Meng Yi didn't know the mystery of these moving
furniture, he wanted to kill Yue Feng on the spot,
but after chasing for a while, he realized something
was wrong. He and the guy in front of him were
clearly less than two meters away, but they
couldn't catch up.

Moreover, the surrounding furniture, as if it is
spiritual, seems to be able to change position with
one's own actions.

Time passed, Meng Yiqi vomited blood, but could
not catch Yue Feng!

Phew...

Seeing this scene, the queen standing there is also
full of astonishment!

She clearly saw that Yue Feng was chased by
Mengyi and fled across the palace, in an
indescribable embarrassment, but Mengyi couldn't
catch him.

How could this be?

Mengyi is a holy lord, this person is just a holy
king, and the strength of the two sides is so great

that Mengyi should be able to catch him soon, but
at this time, he is playing around.

Who is he? Are you with the assassin outside?

But if he were an assassin, why would he help
himself to deal with Mengyi?

Thinking about it, the queen frowned, staring at
Yue Feng's figure, completely confused.

Soon, half an hour passed.

Meng Yi was sweating profusely, but he was
always two meters away from Yue Feng.

"You're called Meng Yi!" At

this moment, Yue Feng stopped and looked at
Meng Yi with a smile, with a bit of joking in his

eyes: "Seeing your status is not low, your strength
is average, even me. Such a nameless pawn can't
be caught, and he still wants to be a king? Are you
afraid of being laughed out of? Haha..."

The

last sentence of Chapter 3394 fell, and Yue Feng
laughed triumphantly, his eyes full of abuse.

Yes, Yue Feng wanted to deliberately anger
Mengyi.

"Ma De, you are looking for death!" Meng Yi was
completely furious.

At this moment, Mengyi's Holy Power exploded,
suddenly raising his arm, he heard a click,
revealing a shining silver sleeve arrow.

It's just that Xiujian didn't aim at Yue Feng, but at
the queen.

At this time, Mengyi was already angry, but he still
retained a bit of reason. He realized that Yue Feng
was deliberately dragging time with himself. In this
case, he must kill the queen first.

As long as you kill the queen first, there will be no
worries, when the time comes, you will slowly
clean up this guy.

Damn it!

Seeing this, Yue Feng cursed secretly, and at the
same time shouted at the queen: "Quickly get
away!"

Whoosh!

At this moment, the Mongolian wings buttoned the
motive spring, and the silver sleeve arrows shot
out, tearing the air, turning into a cold glow, and
heading towards the queen's heart.

Xiujian was so fast that the queen couldn't react at
all.

Seeing that Xiujian was about to hit the queen,
Yue Feng couldn't think about it at this critical
moment. With luck, the inner strength of Dantian
suddenly rushed over and blocked the queen.

To be honest, Yue Feng and the queen have never
known each other, there is no need to block the
sleeve arrows for her, but I think that the jade
book of the holy code is in this palace, and only
the queen knows where it is. If the queen dies, I
am afraid that it will never be found. arrive.

"You..."

Seeing Yue Feng standing in front of her, the
queen reacted, and her body trembled suddenly.

She didn't expect that this person would stand in
front of her desperately.

Pouch!

At this moment, Xiujian hit Yue Feng, almost
piercing the entire right shoulder. In a short time,
blood came out, and half of his body was dyed red!

When the pain came, Yue Feng couldn't help but
sucked in a cold breath! However, he gritted his
teeth and did not shout, his eyes fixed on Mengyi,
and a smile appeared: "You can be regarded as a
person with a head and a face. Isn't it
embarrassing to use such a despicable method?"

Yue Fengcong. Tear off a piece of cloth from his
body and quickly wrap the wound around.

Ma De....

Meng Yi was stunned, he didn't expect that Yue
Feng would help the queen to block the sleeve
arrows.

In the next second, Meng Yi sneered: "Those who
make big things don't stick to the trivial, as long as
they can kill you, and the methods are shameless?
Tell you, that sleeve arrow is very poisonous, and
you won't wait for me to lose ten. He died of
poisonous hair." After

speaking, Meng Yi looked proud and began to
count: "One...two..."

However, after counting a few, Meng Yi couldn't
help frowning and saw Yue Feng's expression as
usual. There is no sign of poisoning at all.

How could this be?

Why is there nothing wrong with this guy?

At this time, Meng Yi still didn't know that Yue
Feng had a special physique and could not invade
a hundred poisons.

"Your poison doesn't work!" Yue Feng showed a
slight smile, and said to Meng Yi, "It seems that
your luck today is not very good, and God won't
help you. I think you should give up surrendering.
"

You..."

Meng Yi was frightened, his face was extremely
ugly, and his heart was a little panicked at this
time.

This person, who obviously only has the strength
of the Saint King, has defeated so many of his
subordinates at once, and now, he has been
poisoned by his sleeve arrows, and there is nothing
wrong with it. Is this kid really a nemesis sent by
God?

"Sister!"

At this moment, a shout suddenly sounded
outside, and then a slim figure walked in, a palace
dress with charming curves and delicate features.

It is the Queen's sister An Qi.

Seeing An Qi, the queen's face changed, and she
quickly shouted: "An Qi, don't come in!" But it was
still too late.

Um?

Seeing the situation in the bedroom, An Qi was
stunned, and saw that the whole bedroom was in a
mess, and a dozen people fell across the
ground. Not only that, but also Mengyi, and a
strange man.
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didn't wait for An Qi to react, the winged eyes
showed a fierce light, and he rushed up quickly,
grabbing An Qi directly, and clasping her right
hand on her jade neck.

In the next second, Mengyi's face was stubborn
and shouted at the queen: "Pass the position to
me immediately, or I will kill her!"

At this time, Mengyi was completely crazy and
thought he would be able to kill smoothly tonight.
The queen, the plan was disrupted by a strange

guy. Since she couldn't kill the queen, she could
only use her sister to threaten her.

"Meng Yi."

An Qi scolded with a panic expression: "You are so
bold, dare to commit the following crimes. Have
you ever thought about the consequences?"

At the same time, the queen also trembled and
shouted: "Meng Yi , Let go of my sister!"

Fuck!

Seeing this, Yue Feng frowned secretly.

The woman caught by Mengyi turned out to be the
Queen's sister, which is in trouble.

Thinking about it, Yue Feng took a deep breath and
said to Meng Yi: "Meng Yi, accept the facts, stop
fighting the trapped beasts, let the people go
quickly."

Meng Yi said with a grim look: "You give me Shut
up, what are you qualified to teach me?"

Yue Feng sighed and continued: "Mengyi, take an
unarmed woman as a hostage, and still want to be
a king. As a man, do you still have a face? ? " "

you're special code to say anything? "

Meng-wing anger, the whole body filled with
murderous.

As a Marquis, Quan Quan is in charge of the entire
Golden Lion Principality. Whoever sees him is not
respectful, but the boy in front of him humiliates
himself so much.

Angrily, Meng Yi stared at the queen: "Kill this kid
immediately, and pass the position to me,
otherwise, you just wait for your sister to collect
the body." In the

last sentence, Meng Yi almost howled. .

To be honest, Meng Yi wanted to kill Yue Feng
personally, but after chasing him for half an hour,
he couldn't even touch the corners of his clothes,
so he could only hold back his anger and force the
queen to take action.

While talking, Meng Yi's right hand exerted force,
and he saw An Qi's delicate face, which suddenly
became purple, almost out of breath.

"Stop..."

Seeing this scene, the queen panicked suddenly
and couldn't help but yelled, and at the same time
her eyes fell on Yue Feng.

This person's origin is unknown, and he sneaked
into his own bedroom. It's better to listen to Meng
Yi's words, kill this person, and replace the sister's
life.

Perceiving the queen's gaze, Yue Feng couldn't
help but whispered: "Your Majesty, you must not
believe him. Even if you kill me, he will not let your
sister go."

Yue Feng's voice was very small, only The queen
can hear it.

Yeah...

Hearing this, the queen fell into entanglement.

Meng Yi is cruel, how can he believe his
words? Even if he killed the man in front of him,
Meng Yi might not easily let An Qi go.

But... if you don't do it yourself, An Qi is just as
dangerous.

"Your Majesty the Queen!"

Just when the Queen was secretly anxious, Yue
Feng continued to mutter in a low voice: "There is
only one way now. I will hold him, and you will
make a surprise attack."

"You shot from the position of the ivory bed on the
left, and he couldn't respond. Come on."

Ivory bed?

The queen glanced at the ivory bed, which was on
the left side of Mengyi, and she frowned.

Can you succeed at such a close distance? Meng Yi
will definitely be prepared in advance.

Seeing that the queen was still hesitating, Yue
Feng was a little anxious: "Trust me!"

The tables, chairs, screens and ivory beds around
here were just deployed into formations by Yue
Feng, and the Mengyi was in the center of the
formation. The vision has been affected by the
formation. In other words, the queen launched a
surprise attack from the position of the ivory bed,
and Meng Yi couldn't see her at all.

call!

Seeing Yue Feng's serious face, the queen
nodded. I don't know why, the person in front of
him seems careless, but his words are inexplicably
convincing.

Yue Feng stopped hesitating, and smiled at Meng
Yi: "Meng Yi, being so stiff is not a solution. Why
don't we make a deal. I persuade the queen to
give up the throne to you, and you let her sister
go."
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Hehe...

Hearing this, Meng Yi smiled disdainfully: "Can you
persuade the queen, when I am a child?"

Just when the two said this, the queen seized the
opportunity to quietly move behind the ivory bed.

"If you don't believe me, then I can't help it." Yue
Feng shrugged, with a relaxed look: "Do you think
the queen doesn't know what you think? Even if
she kills me, you won't let her go. Sister, right."

Meng Yi snorted, too lazy to talk nonsense, and at
the same time found that the queen behind Yue
Feng had suddenly disappeared.

Ma De, something is wrong.

Hum!

Just when Meng Yi realized that something was
wrong, suddenly, a dangerous breath came from
the direction of the ivory bed next to him.

From Yue Feng's perspective, he saw the golden
sword held by the queen piercing directly towards
Mengyi.

But from Mengyi's angle, the queen could not be
seen at all.

"Ah..." In the

next second, a touch of golden glow came, and
Mengyi couldn't open his eyes because of the flash
of light. When he reacted, he only felt a pain in his
heart, and he saw the queen's golden sword
directly pierced through it. His heart.

The blood dripped down the golden sword and
stained the floor red.

"You..."

Only then did Meng Yi see the queen. Under the
severe pain, his voice trembled, and at the same
time he was shocked.

This is impossible, how could she suddenly appear
in front of her?

In the next second, Meng Yi was full of
unwillingness, and fell to the ground all of a
sudden, dying of anger, until he died, he didn't
know that he actually died in Yue Feng's formation.

Puff!

At the moment when Meng Yi died, An Qi also fell
to the ground due to lack of oxygen, and passed
out into a coma.

"Sister..." The queen hurried over and checked An
Qi, and she was relieved when she saw that she
had just passed out in a coma.

In the next second, the queen looked back at Yue
Feng, her eyes filled with surprises and questions.

done!

The method he just said can really succeed.

It's just.... This is too unreasonable.

Thinking about it, the queen couldn't help but said:
"Who are you? What happened just now?" At

this time, Yue Feng moved the table, chair, and
screen to their original positions and heard the
queen's question. He immediately smiled: "Your
Majesty, don't panic, in fact I..."

Just halfway through the conversation, I heard
footsteps outside.

Yue Feng couldn't think much, and quickly hid
behind the ivory bed.

The queen frowned, wanted to scold, but still held
back. She is a queen, and there is a strange man
in the palace. If she is seen by the guards, it will
inevitably lead to misunderstandings.

Huh!

Just as Yue Feng hid, dozens of palace guards
walked in quickly.

"Your Majesty the Queen!"

The guards headed respectfully said to the Queen:
"The assassins who broke into the palace have all
been captured. The preliminary interrogation, the
leader of this group, is called Qiangxiong." When
they

said this, the guard looked around. The bedroom,
the whole person is covered!

I saw that the Marquis Mengyi fell in a pool of
blood, and there were more than a dozen people
around, unconscious, not only that, the queen's
sister, An Qi, also fainted there.

Um!

Queen sitting on beds of ivory, nodded his head,
then coldly:. "Meng-wing attempt rebellion, with
people into my palace, I have been Heaven,
immediately take it to children, told to the public
throughout the country"

said , The queen waved her hand: "Get out of
Mengyi's corpse."

"Yes, your majesty!" The guard hurriedly
responded, and immediately put Mengyi's corpse
and Mengyi's men out.

Later, the queen called the maid again and took An
Qi back to rest.
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Hehe...

Hearing this, Meng Yi smiled disdainfully: "Can you
persuade the queen, when I am a child?"

Just when the two said this, the queen seized the
opportunity to quietly move behind the ivory bed.

"If you don't believe me, then I can't help it." Yue
Feng shrugged, with a relaxed look: "Do you think
the queen doesn't know what you think? Even if
she kills me, you won't let her go. Sister, right."

Meng Yi snorted, too lazy to talk nonsense, and at
the same time found that the queen behind Yue
Feng had suddenly disappeared.

Ma De, something is wrong.

Hum!

Just when Meng Yi realized that something was
wrong, suddenly, a dangerous breath came from
the direction of the ivory bed next to him.

From Yue Feng's perspective, he saw the golden
sword held by the queen piercing directly towards
Mengyi.

But from Mengyi's angle, the queen could not be
seen at all.

"Ah..." In the

next second, a touch of golden glow came, and
Mengyi couldn't open his eyes because of the flash
of light. When he reacted, he only felt a pain in his
heart, and he saw the queen's golden sword
directly pierced through it. His heart.

The blood dripped down the golden sword and
stained the floor red.

"You..."

Only then did Meng Yi see the queen. Under the
severe pain, his voice trembled, and at the same
time he was shocked.

This is impossible, how could she suddenly appear
in front of her?

In the next second, Meng Yi was full of
unwillingness, and fell to the ground all of a
sudden, dying of anger, until he died, he didn't
know that he actually died in Yue Feng's formation.

Puff!

At the moment when Meng Yi died, An Qi also fell
to the ground due to lack of oxygen, and passed
out into a coma.

"Sister..." The queen hurried over and checked An
Qi, and she was relieved when she saw that she
had just passed out in a coma.

In the next second, the queen looked back at Yue
Feng, her eyes filled with surprises and questions.

done!

The method he just said can really succeed.

It's just.... This is too unreasonable.

Thinking about it, the queen couldn't help but said:
"Who are you? What happened just now?" At

this time, Yue Feng moved the table, chair, and
screen to their original positions and heard the
queen's question. He immediately smiled: "Your
Majesty, don't panic, in fact I..."

Just halfway through the conversation, I heard
footsteps outside.

Yue Feng couldn't think much, and quickly hid
behind the ivory bed.

The queen frowned, wanted to scold, but still held
back. She is a queen, and there is a strange man
in the palace. If she is seen by the guards, it will
inevitably lead to misunderstandings.

Huh!

Just as Yue Feng hid, dozens of palace guards
walked in quickly.

"Your Majesty the Queen!"

The guards headed respectfully said to the Queen:
"The assassins who broke into the palace have all
been captured. The preliminary interrogation, the
leader of this group, is called Qiangxiong." When
they

said this, the guard looked around. The bedroom,
the whole person is covered!

I saw that the Marquis Mengyi fell in a pool of
blood, and there were more than a dozen people
around, unconscious, not only that, the queen's
sister, An Qi, also fainted there.

Um!

Queen sitting on beds of ivory, nodded his head,
then coldly:. "Meng-wing attempt rebellion, with
people into my palace, I have been Heaven,

immediately take it to children, told to the public
throughout the country"

said , The queen waved her hand: "Get out of
Mengyi's corpse."

"Yes, your majesty!" The guard hurriedly
responded, and immediately put Mengyi's corpse
and Mengyi's men out.

Later, the queen called the maid again and took An
Qi back to rest.
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a time, the entire bedroom was in chaos, and
several guards went to the court pharmacist in a
panic, unable to take into account Yue Feng for the
time being.

"Your Majesty!"

Soon, an old man walked in quickly, holding some
potions in his hand, and walked respectfully to the
queen: "Hurry up and take the healing medicine."
The

old man was called Gou Dong, the queen's queen
pharmacist.

call!

Seeing Gou Dong brought the healing medicine,
everyone in the palace couldn't help but breathe a
sigh of relief.

"Wait!"

But at this moment, before the queen could take
the healing medicine, Yue Feng suddenly yelled,
and said solemnly at the queen: "Your Majesty, in
your current situation, taking this healing medicine

is useless at all. If it is not done well, the injury
will be aggravated."

Yue Feng has high attainments in medical skills,
and he can tell at a glance that the queen just now
fought fiercely with Meng Yi's subordinates, and his
heart was injured.

And the healing medicine Gou Dong brought can
only temporarily relieve the pain, but not the root
cause at all.

Huh!

Hearing this, whether it was the queen or Gou
Dong and the others, their gazes suddenly
gathered on Yue Feng's body, each with a
surprised expression.

Finally, the queen reacted and said lightly: "How
do you know that this medicine is useless?"

Yue Feng smiled: "I have studied medicine, and,
just now, you and Meng Yi's men were fighting
fiercely. I was there, of course! "

Have studied medicine?

Upon hearing this, the queen was stunned.

Gou Dong and the surrounding guards also looked
at each other, and then couldn't help but laugh.

"A criminal who said he had studied medicine?
Haha.."

"This person is not honest..."

At this time, Gou Dong also hurriedly said to the
queen: "Your Majesty, this person is completely
talking nonsense. How could the medicine that the

subordinates used to treat internal injuries didn't
work?" When

he said this, Gou Dong didn't forget to give Yue
Feng a look.

My own dignified pharmacist is highly regarded by
the queen, but the criminal said that the medicine
is useless. Where should I put the back?

Everyone's discussion, Yue Feng didn't care at all,
instead he took out a pill from his body.

"Your Majesty!"

The next second, smiling at Queen Yue wind,
slowly: "! I Fengyun immortality, called quenching
Pill, wonders for the treatment of internal injuries,
His Majesty can try to take it"

quenching Pill, He specializes in treating damaged
heart pulses. Six months ago, Yue Feng refined a
few and kept them with him.

What?

Upon hearing this, both the queen and Gou Dong
frowned.

Heart Tempering Pill? What kind of medicine is
this? Why never heard of it.

Yue Feng was too lazy to talk nonsense, and was
going to give the pill to the queen.

"Stop!"

However, just after two steps, he was stopped by
Gou Dong.

At this time, Gou Dong, with a look of suspicion
and anger, yelled at Yue Feng: "You are so bold,
just take out a pill and give it to the queen? I think
you are poison, you want to murder Her Majesty
the Queen. !" After

speaking, Gou Dong said to the queen: "Your
Majesty, this person is unpredictable, don't believe
what he said!" The

voice fell, and the surrounding guards nodded one
after another.

"Yes, this person is a criminal and has to be
guarded."

"It's better to lock him up!"

Everyone's comments kept coming, and Yue Feng
couldn't laugh or cry, very depressed.

Mad, these people are too suspicious.

call!
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At the same time, the queen frowned, and she
hesitated in her heart.

What Gou Dong and others said makes sense. This
Feng Tao is a criminal escorted from the
Principality of the Sun, and is also closely related
to the woman who pretends to be the goddess of
light, so he has to guard against it.

"Your Majesty!"

Seeing the queen's expression, Yue Feng smiled
bitterly: "If I wanted to harm you, I would help
you deal with Meng Yi just now? Besides, my life is

in your hands now. If I give you poison, it's not
looking for death. Is it?"

Hearing this, the queen groaned.

After a full ten seconds, the queen put down her
guard and nodded and said: "Okay, I will trust you
once." With that said, she took the pill from Yue
Feng's hand and took it.

At this moment, Gou Dong wanted to stop, but
didn't dare, so he was secretly anxious.

At the same time, the surrounding guards stared
at the queen closely, quietly waiting for the effect,
and at the same time tightly surrounded Yue Feng.

As long as the queen shows any discomfort, she
kills the person immediately.

Seeing this situation, Yue Feng didn't panic at all,
but looked relaxed and relaxed.

In a blink of an eye, ten minutes passed!

I saw that the queen's pale face suddenly became
ruddy and her complexion improved a lot.

call!

The queen showed a smile, her gaze fell on Yue
Feng, and she couldn't help but say: "This Heart
Tempering Pill is really magical, and the pain is
alleviated a lot in an instant!" The

voice fell, and Gou Dong and the surrounding
guards were all astonished.

It's incredible to have this effect in such a short
time.

In the next second, the queen looked at Yue Feng
closely, her eyes dignified: "Although you are
healing me, there is a question. I still need to ask
you, what is the relationship between you and the
goddess of light.

" Also, the Principality of the Day launched a war in
the name of the false goddess, have you also
participated." When

she said this, the queen's words were mild, but
there was an indisputable aura.

call!

Yue Feng took a deep breath and replied:
"Returning to Your Majesty, the fake goddess of
light is called Miaoying. It is my friend. We were
separated before, so I don't know how she faked
the goddess, but I believe she must. It has its own
reasons..." In the

next few minutes, Yue Feng told the situation. Of
course, he and Miaoying came from other worlds,
and they still kept it secret. After all, this kind of
thing is too shocking.

It turned out to be so.

Upon hearing this, the queen nodded, and then
said softly: "If this is the case, I will not pursue it
anymore. From now on, if you make you the guard
of the palace, are you willing to be loyal to me?"

This person in front of me , not only To help
oneself get rid of Mengyi, the medical skills are so
brilliant, and such talents must be put to good use.

This....

Feeling the gaze that the Queen was looking
forward to, Yue Feng was stunned, and then

nodded: "Thank you for your reward. It is my
honor to be loyal to Her Majesty. I am willing to
stay." When

he said this, Yue Feng looked serious, and his
heart was even more excited.

Haha... I was

still thinking about how to stay in the palace to
search for the whereabouts of the jade book of the
holy book, but unexpectedly, the queen sealed
herself as a guard in front of the palace.

What?

But Gou Dong and the surrounding guards were all
stunned.

Your Majesty named this guy a guard in front of
the palace?

In the next second, Gou Dong took a step earlier
and persuaded the queen: "Your Majesty, this
person is a criminal. It seems a little ill-considered
to make him a guard at the front of the palace."

Hearing this, the surrounding guards also nodded.

This Fengtao, but the strength of the Holy King,
how can he be qualified to be the guard in front of
the palace?

Huh!

The queen was displeased, and said to Gou Dong:
"What do I want to do, do I still need you to teach
it? Get out!"

Seeing the queen's anger, Gou Dong's heart
trembled: "Don't dare! Don't dare!" Hastily stepped
back.

The guards around were also trembling, not daring
to talk nonsense.
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"Okay!" At

this time, the queen waved her hand: "It's getting
late, you all retreat." This evening, it was the
assassin and the rebellion again, which was really
exhausting.

Gou Dong and the guards responded and hurriedly
withdrew from the bedroom.

Yue Feng also followed out, and was named a
guard in front of the palace. Yue Feng had a place
to rest.

This night, Yue Feng slept soundly.

The next morning, someone sent the soft armor
specially worn by the guards. After Yue Feng put it
on, his mood was indescribable.

Haha...Being

a guard in front of the temple makes it easier to
find the jade book of the holy scriptures.

As long as you find the second half of the sacred
book, you can quickly find Miaoying, and then you
will be able to leave this other world.

During the day the queen has to deal with many
things and should not be in the bedroom.

Thinking about it, Yue Feng hummed a little song
and walked out of the room and walked towards
the queen's palace where he rested.

"Stop!"

Just after walking a few steps, I heard a beating
from behind.

Yue Feng stopped, looked back, and frowned
suddenly. I saw that a pair of guards on patrol
were coming here, one by one with bad
expressions.

The headed one, about 30 years old, with a proud
face, is the captain of the patrol guard, Yuan
Shitong.

When he arrived, Yuan Shitong looked at Yue Feng
up and down: "You are the guard in front of the
palace that your majesty has just appointed last
night? Feng Tao?"

Yuan Shitong is proud and arrogant. He learned
that a man with the strength of a holy king was
named the front of the palace by the queen. The
guard was very upset, so I came here to take a
look today.

"Yes, it's me!" Yue Feng nodded.

Yuan Shitong couldn't conceal his contempt, and
sneered: "I heard that you killed Wen Liang before.
Last night, you also helped your Majesty get rid of
Mengyi? How powerful he thought it seemed, but
that's all."

This person However, the Saint King's strength can
actually serve as a guard in front of the palace,
and I don't know what his Majesty thinks.

When the voice fell, the other guards behind him
also laughed, looking at Yue Feng's gaze, flashing
contempt.

Seeing this, Yue Feng didn't bother to talk
nonsense, and said lightly: "Anything else? If it's
okay, I'm leaving!" He was about to turn around
and leave.

Um?

Seeing Yue Feng's attitude, Yuan Shitong frowned,
very upset!

. "Shelf is not small ah"

The next second, the guards stopped a mountain
road winds, very arrogant shouted: "let you go yet
met the captain, nor salute, that the rules really
are not?."

This guards His name was Zheng Hang, Yuan
Shitong's attendant, and he was the most sloppy.
He could see that Yuan Shitong was very upset
with Yue Feng, so he wanted to show it.

Yue Feng frowned, "I am the guard in front of the
palace, and you are the guard on patrol. Even if
you see your captain, there is no need to salute."

"You!"

Zheng Hang's face flushed when he heard this, and
he couldn't say anything for a while. Words come.

Because Yue Feng was right, the guards in front of
the palace were directly under the jurisdiction of
the queen, and their status was higher than that of
the guards on patrol. However, it is precisely
because of this that Yuan Shitong will look at him
upset.

"Interesting!"

At this time, Yuan Shitong walked over with
provocations in his eyes: "According to your

wishes, it is natural for you to be the guard in front
of the palace. I now challenge you to let me see
how good you are. Dare to challenge?"

As a palace guard, you can't fight in private, but
the challenge is another matter.

At this time, Yuan Shitong looked confident, and
his Holy Venerable's strength could easily finish
tormenting this wind wave.

Wow!

When the voice fell, Zheng Hang and others next
to him were all excited.

"The captain is domineering."

"Boy, our captain has challenged you, do you dare
to fight?"

"I don't think he dares, haha..."
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laughed constantly, Yue Feng frowned.

Nima, are these people mentally ill, don't they go
on patrol, they have to trouble me?

Thinking about it, Yue Feng looked at Yuan Shitong
with a smile but a smile: "Challenge me? You don't
seem to be qualified!"

What?

Hearing this, whether it was Yuan Shitong or
Zheng Hang's and others, they were all taken
aback, and then their anger rose.

"What a mad boy, he said that the captain is not
qualified to challenge him."

"Who gave him the confidence?"

"So arrogant?"

Zheng Hang couldn't help but walked over and
pointed at Yue Feng's nose and shouted: " Boy, I
think you just don’t know whether you live or die.
If you dare not fight, just say, don’t pretend to be
here..."

"Go!" Before he finished speaking

, Yue Feng suddenly became angry and raised his
right hand suddenly. The sign slapped Zheng
Hang's face.

Snapped!

There was a crisp sound, and Zheng Hangao's yell
was heard. The whole person turned around in a
circle, and finally sat on the ground with his butt,
half of his face was swollen, and he was very
embarrassed.

To be honest, Yue Feng didn't want to do it, but
these people were looking for things endlessly, and
finally couldn't help it.

Mad!

Seeing this scene, Yuan Shitong and the several
guards behind him changed their expressions and
became furious.

This guy is so arrogant that he actually hit
someone?

"you..."

Zheng Hang covered his face and stood up with a
stern face, and pointed at Yue Feng and cursed:
"Ma De, do you dare to hit me? I think you don't
want to stay in the palace anymore."

Yue Feng ignored him, but straightened. Looking at
Yuan Shitong, he said indifferently: "Aren't you
challenging me? Yes, I will fight, but I have to add
a bet."

"When I win, when you meet me in the future, you
must respectfully call the boss. If I lose, I
immediately resign from my position as the guard
in front of the palace. "

What?

Hearing this, Yuan Shitong was stunned, and then
sneered: "Boy, listen to what you mean, you are
sure to win? Hehe...you just wait to get out of the
palace."

Yue Feng shook his head: "Who loses? Whoever
wins, we will see and

know later !" When Yue Feng said this, his voice
was not loud, but he showed a strong confidence.

Wow!

At this moment, several guards hurriedly retreated
to the distance to make room for the two of them,
and at the same time, all of them were inexplicably
excited.

I haven't seen the captain take action for a long
time, and this wind wave will definitely be abused
very badly.

What's more ridiculous is that this Feng Tao dare
to bet with the captain, I really don't know where
the courage comes from.

"Very confident!"

Yuan Shitong couldn't help but sneered, "Don't
regret it when I'm overthrown!" When the voice
fell, Yuan Shitong's sacred power broke out, and
he hit Yue Feng with a punch.

The speed of this punch was very fast, like a
flashing current star, and it reached Yue Feng's
eyes in the blink of an eye.

Yue Feng smiled faintly, without panic, his figure
flashed and directly greeted him. In the blink of an
eye, the two fought fiercely together.

Speaking of it, Yue Feng wanted to explode his
true strength and defeat Yuan Shitong with one
move, but he thought that this was the palace and
he had to find the Sacred Book of Jade, so he held
back.

Moreover, Yue Feng was about to break through
the Holy Venerable, so he planned to use this fight
to comprehend the essence of Holy Power.

Bang Bang Bang... For

a while, I saw the figures of Yue Feng and Yuan
Shitong, constantly shuttled back and forth,
collided, and attracted the surrounding air,
condensing strong winds, which was amazing.

The few Zheng Hang who watched the battle
nearby were all shocked.

This...this wind wave, but the strength of the saint
king, was able to compete evenly with the captain,
which is too shocking, you know, the captain is the
saint.
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At this moment, Yuan Shitong, who fought against
Yue Feng, was shocked in his heart.

Several Zheng Hang watched from a short distance
and didn't understand the situation at all, but Yuan
Shitong felt it very clearly.

The storm in front of him seemed like the strength
of the Saint King, but the burst of power every
time he shot was very terrifying, and Yuan Shitong
needed to do his best to stop it.

What made Yuan Shitong horrified was that the
opponent's speed was more than twice as fast as
his own.

How could this be?

This guy is just a holy king, how can he be so
strong?

boom!

In shock, the two of them slammed their fists
together again and heard Yuan Shitong snorted.
He could not stand, staggering back several
meters.

However, Yue Feng had a calm expression, as
steady as Mount Tai.

Mad!

After steadying his figure, Yuan Shitong's face was
extremely ugly, staring at Yue Feng closely, trying
to say something, but his throat seemed to be
blocked by something, and he couldn't say a word.

Wow!

Seeing this scene, Zheng Hang and several people
were also stunned, their eyes full of astonishment.

In the collision just now, the captain was down the
wind?

How can this be?

The captain is the holy king, and this wind wave is
no more than the holy king.

At this time, Yue Feng looked at Yuan Shitong with
a smile but a smile: "I said just now, it is not
always certain who wins and who wins. It turns out
that you are not my opponent. Do you want to
continue fighting?"

Hearing this, Yuan Shitong felt that he had been
greatly humiliated, so he screamed and rushed
over again.

Ugh!

Yue Feng shook his head and muttered to himself:
"I don't want to give up yet? But I have no
patience to play with you." The voice fell, and a
powerful sacred power burst out from Yue Feng's
body.

The next deity!

At this moment, I saw that Yue Feng's aura was
completely different from just now. Instantly broke
through from the holy king to the holy realm.

Just now fighting against Yuan Shitong, Yue Feng
had a new understanding of the sacred power of
this world, and he immediately broke through the
realm of the nobles. It was precisely because of
the breakthrough that Yue Feng did not want to
waste time with Yuan Shitong.

The strong breath suppressed everyone's breath.

This... the

next second, feeling the strength of Yue Feng,
whether it was Yuan Shitong or Zheng Hang and
others, they were all dumbfounded.

Was the saint king just now, now he is the saint?

Could it be... he just promised to compete with the
captain just to make a breakthrough?

At this moment, Yuan Shitong stood there, his
eyes fixed on Yue Feng, unable to say a word, his
face was inconceivable.

Just played against me for a few rounds and broke
through!

Is this guy still a human?

At this time, Yue Feng slowly walked in front of
Yuan Shitong, the corners of his mouth curled up,
and he said lightly: "You have lost. As the captain
of the patrol guard, you shouldn't turn back."

Huh!

Hearing this, Yuan Shitong's expression was
extremely ugly, and then he took a deep breath
and bowed his head and said: "Boss." Just now,
Yue Feng said when he proposed a bet. If Yue Feng
wins, Yuan Shitong will call his boss, and he will
have an attitude. Respectfully.

When he shouted these two words, Yuan Shitong
couldn't say it, but he couldn't help it. If he went
back, he would be even more embarrassed.

At this time, Yuan Shitong didn't expect that he
would lose to this Feng Tao, and even more
unexpectedly, this Feng Tao, with the help of this
battle, easily broke through from the Holy King to
the Holy Lord.

Seeing Yuan Shitong's softness, Yue Feng nodded
approvingly: "Okay, take your people away,
remember, don't be too arrogant in the future."
The

voice fell, and Yue Feng turned and walked away.

Mad!

Looking at the far back of Yue Feng, Yuan Shitong
held the fire unspeakably, and his eyes were cold.

Feng Tao, you wait for me, today you make me so
embarrassed, I will double back from you in the
future.

the other side.

Yue Feng arrived at the queen's palace, because it
was daytime, the defense around the palace was
very lax, so Yue Feng easily slipped in.
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Call!

Entering the bedroom, Yue Feng smelled a faint
scent in the air, and then thought of the scene last
night, feeling unspeakable in his heart.

What if this is not a different world? You can stay
here for a while and appreciate the beauty of the
queen.

By the way, quickly find the jade book of the holy
code.

With emotion, Yue Feng patted his forehead and
looked carefully in the room.

I have to say that the queen's palace is not only
large, but also very luxurious. It took nearly an
hour for Yue Feng to turn over the entire palace.

But what made Yue Feng depressed was that after
searching for so long, he didn't even see the
shadow of the jade book of the sacred code.

Nima, isn't it here?

Um?

Just when Yue Feng was secretly depressed,
suddenly, he saw a faint bulge on the wall behind
the ivory bed, obviously there was a mystery.

Yue Feng didn't think much, he hurriedly walked
over, knocked with his hand, and heard that it was
empty inside.

Haha...found it.

At this moment, Yue Feng was very excited and
was about to open the hidden door on the wall.

"Sister!"

But at this moment, a clear voice came from
outside, and then, a slim figure walked in quickly.

An emerald green dress, long golden hair and
beautiful features.

It was An Qi, the queen's sister, who had a
relationship with Yue Feng last night.

Damn it!

Seeing An Qi walking in, Yue Feng was taken
aback, trying to find a place to hide, but it was too
late.

Huh!

At this time, An Qi also found Yue Feng, her Jiao
body trembled, and she was immediately stunned.

In the next second, An Qi reacted: "Aren't you the
man who was here last night? I heard that my
sister has made you a guard in front of the
palace." As

she said, An Qi's tone gradually became sharp:
"Even if it is the palace. The former guards are not
allowed to enter the queen's palace without

permission. You can honestly explain, what are you
doing sneakily here?"

"I..."

Facing An Qi's question, Yue Feng scratched his
head, wanting to cry without tears, for a moment.
Don't know how to answer.

Oh, this An Qi saw herself last night, and it is not
easy to deceive her by turning a lie.

At this time, An Qi walked over quickly.

"Hey!"

Arrived, An Qi looked up and down Yue Feng: "Do
you like my sister? So just hide here in advance,
wait until my sister comes back, so I can peek at
her?"

Fuck!

Hearing this, Yue Feng couldn't laugh or cry.

The queen's sister has a lot of imagination.

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng scratched his head
and hesitated: "This..."

Seeing him hesitating, An Qi made her guess more
firm, and smiled slyly: "Just admit it, don't worry,
you If you want you to listen to me, I won't tell my
sister about this. "

My sister is so beautiful and she is a queen. Any
man who sees her will like it, An Qi is not surprised
at all.

this...

At this moment, Yue Feng was stunned.

This An Qi seems to be threatening herself with
this. What is she going to do?

Thinking about it, Yue Feng smiled bitterly: "I don't
know what Miss An Qi has to order. As long as you
don't tell the Queen what happened today, I will
definitely listen to your instructions."

Nima, sneaking into the Queen's palace, but a
capital crime Ah, so no matter what, I have to hold
on to this An Qi.

Angel smiled, and a look weird, low voice:. "You
look so obedient, I'll help you keep a secret of it,
but then, you took me today to find a way out of
the palace,"

said the time , An Qi looked at the sky outside the
palace, her eyes full of yearning.

An Qi grew up in the palace. Because of her
delicate status, she had never left the palace, so
she always wanted to go outside. This time she
accidentally ran into Yue Feng's secret, so she
would not let her chance go.
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What?

Hearing this, Yue Feng's heart jumped, and the
whole person was stunned.

Want me to take you out of the palace? What a
joke.

To be honest, these royal families on the Roland
Continent do not have the strict imperial palaces of

the Kyushu Continent, but this An Qi is also the
queen's sister, equivalent to a princess.

Thinking about it, Yue Feng shook his head without
even thinking about it: "No, this absolutely won't
work." He had just gained the Queen's trust. If he
left the palace with An Qi and was known by the
Queen, it would be over.

Huh!

Hearing this, An Qi was furious, her face was
stubborn and unreasonable: "I'm telling you, you
have to agree if you don't agree. Otherwise, I will
go to the queen now and say that it would be
impolite for you to break into her bedroom. I..."

"I..." At

this moment, Yue Feng almost wanted to cry
without tears, Nima, this An Qi also tried to go out
to play, and even threatened with indecent assault.

Depressed, Yue Feng had to smile bitterly and
nodded: "Okay, just this time."

Taking An Qi out of the palace, Yue Feng felt
10,000 unwilling, but there was no way, this An Qi
was so unreasonable.

"Great!"

Seeing Yue Feng's promise, An Qi cheered and
cheered: "Wait for me, I'll change my clothes." As
he said, she walked out of the bedroom quickly.

After a while, An Qi changed into a guard's clothes
and came back, and then walked out of the palace
in a swagger with Yue Feng.

A few minutes later, on Wangcheng Street.

The weather is good today, and people come and
go on the street, and it is also very noisy.

An Qi and Yue Feng both wore the service of a
bodyguard, everyone stayed away, and none of
them dared to come up and provoke them. An Qi
felt boring, so she took Yue Feng to find a clothing
store and changed into a normal outfit.

I have to say that An Qi has exquisite features and
a sexy body. Even if she wears an ordinary long
skirt, she still can't conceal her charming
temperament.

But Yue Feng didn't have the mood to appreciate
it.

After shopping on the street for more than an
hour, Yue Feng couldn’t help but said: “Okay, time
is almost up, we should go back too!”

However, An Qi hadn’t played enough, shook his
head and said: “I want to go back. Enough fun."

It was so boring to come out once and just go back
like this.

Nima!

Hearing this, Yue Feng was depressed.

"Huh? Isn't this your Royal Highness An Qi?"

Just as Yue Feng was thinking about how to
persuade An Qi to go back, suddenly, there was a
surprise behind him. Looking back, he saw a
gorgeously dressed young man. Surrounded by the
guards, he slowly walked over.

It was Xilang, the son of the commander-in-chief
of the royal city guards.

When he arrived, Xilang was pleasantly surprised:
"It's really your Royal Highness An Qi, you... why
are you here?" While talking, Xi Lang couldn't help
looking up and down An Qi.

As the son of the commander-in-chief of the
guards, Serang often enters the palace to meet the
queen, and of course he also knows An Qi.

Hush...

Angie stretched out her finger, placed her finger on
her red lips, and said in a low voice: "Small down,
I ran out by stealth, so I can't let my sister know."
Then, An Qi couldn't help but look around. lock up.

Hearing this, Xilang understood and nodded:
"Understood, An Qi, don't worry, I won't tell Her
Majesty the Queen." When he said this, Xilang kept
his eyes on An Qi and ignored Yue Feng at all. .

In Xilang's heart, Yue Feng was just a guard in the
palace, completely ignored.

call!

Seeing this, Yue Feng took a deep breath and
frowned secretly.

An Qi has been discovered, and she must return to
the palace as soon as possible.

Thinking about it, Yue Feng said to An Qi: "His
Royal Highness, it's really late, we should go
back."

"Are you annoying?" An Qi's expression was
displeased.
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voice down, Silang also looked up and down the
mountain wind, snappily said: "??. You guards,
how is it when children go back to His Royal
Highness, but also listen to your instructions do
children go to hell,"

he spoke , And looked at An Qi to please.

An Qi is not only the queen's sister, she is also a
delicate and famous beauty in the palace. Xilang
has long admired it for a long time. Now that An Qi
quietly leaves the palace, she will naturally not let
go of this good opportunity to contact.

Feeling Xi Lang's contempt, Yue Feng ignored it.

To be honest, Yue Feng had seen too many such
bullies, and he was not in the mood to care. Now I
just think about how to coax An Qi back.

"His Royal Highness!"

At this moment, Xilang walked over and said to An
Qi to please: "You finally came out, just shopping
here, it is too boring, I know an interesting place, I
don't know you have No interest."

"Where?" An Qi's eyes lit up and she became
interested. She stayed in the palace all year round
and suddenly came outside, naturally interested in
everything.

Xilang smiled mysteriously and lowered his voice:
"There were rumors two days ago that a giant
dragon appeared on the mountains outside the
city. This has gone crazy, and many people have
come to investigate."

"Today I brought people, too. I'm going to find out,
I don't know if your Highness wants to go and see.
"The

dragon?

Hearing this, An Qi's body trembled, her eyes
gleaming with strange light.

You know, the dragon has disappeared in the
entire continent for nearly two thousand years, and
that is the strongest creature in the world.

Thinking about it, An Qi couldn't help but said:
"Really?"

"Of course it is true!" Xilang nodded earnestly:
"How dare I deceive Your Highness?"

Hearing this, An Qi was so excited that she
couldn't say anything, and nodded repeatedly:

"Go, of course." If you can see the dragon, it
would be too worthwhile to sneak out of the palace
this time.

What?

Hearing their conversation, Yue Feng was also
shocked.

Could it be the dragon that he conquered before?

"Haha..."

Seeing An Qi's promise, Xi Lang was very excited,
and said quickly: "Then let's hurry up." After

that, Xi Lang tilted his head and glanced at Yue
Feng, frowning: "Who is that, Your Highness Just
hand me in, you don't need to follow." This guy,
but the Saint King's strength, can't help much, it
will get in the way.

Yue Feng frowned.

At this moment, An Qi said softly: "Let him follow."
How to say, it was Feng Tao who took him out of
the palace, and it was not appropriate to chase
him away now.

Seeing An Qi speak, Xilang said nothing.

Afterwards, the group walked out of the royal city
and headed for the mountain on the outskirts.

Along the way, I saw many people coming down
from the mountain, and the news of the
appearance of the dragon attracted many people
to investigate, but most of them returned without
success, even the shadow of the dragon was not
seen.

When going up the mountain, Xilang kept
ingratiating with An Qi: "His Royal Highness, I
heard that the dragon appeared in the cave above,
and it will happen again later. Don't panic, I will
protect you."

Hear this. , An Qi was also inexplicably excited.

A few minutes later, Yue Feng and Xilang and his
group came to a huge cave.

Um?

Seeing the scene in front of him, whether it was
Yue Feng or Xi Lang and others, they secretly
frowned.

I saw that the entrance of the huge cave was
surrounded by a group of people. These people
were wearing black clothes. They were all not low

in strength. They were obviously a cultivating
gang, and they came to explore the dragon.

The one headed, blinded one eye, looked very
vicious.

"Hey!"

Seeing Xilang, Yue Feng and others, the one-eyed
face was full of cold arrogance: "This place, we
occupy, you hurry down." The one

-eyed name is Huang Lang, a backbone member of
the Blood Wolf Bounty Group, and said yes The
bounty group is actually a band of robbers.
Recently, I heard that a giant dragon appeared
here, and the Blood Wolves rushed over to find
out.
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Huh!

Hearing this, both Xilang and the guards behind
him were frightened.

In the next second, one of the guards stepped
forward and glared at the blood wolf: "So bold,
dare to speak to our young master like this, know
who he is? The son of the commander of the royal
city guards."

At the same time, Xilang also had a face. Proudly.

However, Yue Feng, who was standing by, looked
indifferent, and at the same time secretly observed
the environment of this cave.

Um?

Because of the relationship with the giant dragon
that drops blood to recognize the master, Yue Feng

soon noticed that there really was a residual aura
of the giant dragon in the cave, but the giant
dragon was not in the cave at this time.

The son of the commander-in-chief of Wang
Cheng's guard?

Hearing the words of the guard, Huang Lang and
his surrounding men were taken aback, and then
burst into laughter.

Haha...

Huang Lang couldn't conceal the contempt in his
heart, and said indifferently: "Who cares, son, this
cave was the first for us, and now it is mine, okay?
Talk nonsense, don't blame us for being polite."

Blood Wolf The members of the regiment, one by
one, were extremely fierce, and naturally they
would not put Xilang in their eyes.

Huh!

When the voice fell, Huang Lang raised his hand
and waved his hand, and quickly surrounded
everyone in Xilang with dozens of accomplices.

Seeing this, Xilang's face flushed, shocked and
angry.

Ma De, the group of people in front of them are
really arrogant, knowing their identity, they dare
to be so rude, but having said that, the other party
is indeed crowded.

At this time, An Qi couldn't help it, and she walked
out and pointed at Huang Langjiao and shouted:
"What are you doing? At the foot of Wang Cheng,
dare to be so presumptuous? Believe it or not to
arrest you all?"

Huh!

At this moment, the eyes of Huang Lang and his
surrounding companions suddenly gathered on An
Qi.

Beautiful, so beautiful.

After watching for more than ten seconds, Huang
Lang took the lead to react: "What did you ask us
for? Hey, this beauty, have you ever heard of the
Blood Wolves?"

Then, Huang Lang walked over, unscrupulously An
Qi looked around and continued: "The leader of our
blood wolf group still lacks a wife. Is the beauty
interested? Hehe..."

Boom!

As soon as the voice fell, An Qi couldn't help it
anymore, suddenly raised her hand, slapped her
fiercely, and threw it directly on Huang Lang's
face.

With this slap, An Qi almost exhausted all her
strength, when she heard Huang Lang snorting,
she staggered back a few steps, and finally sat
down on the ground, very embarrassed.

To be honest, An Qi is not strong, but Huang Lang
is unprepared and can't dodge at all.

"What blood wolf group? I think you are a bunch of
shameless rascals. If you dare to talk to me like
this, you really want to die!" An Qi looked at
Huang Lang coldly, and the moment he spoke, a
powerful royal aura filled her body. .

At this time, An Qi was very angry. As the queen’s
sister, she was noble and clear, but she was teased

by these bandits in front of her. How could she
bear it?

Mad!

Huang Lang covered his face, his eyes flashed with
anger and hideousness, and pointed to An Qi and
yelled: "The beautiful woman has a very strong
temper, Ma De, brothers! Get this woman to me,
and wait till it gets dark. Everyone will take turns.
Enjoy!" The

voice fell, and the seventy or eighty strong men
around rushed towards An Qi!

Seeing that the other party was angered, An Qi
turned pale, and quickly hid behind Yue Feng.

"His Royal Highness, don't panic!"

At this time, Xi Lang did not hesitate, and drew out
his big sword: "Take it to me, teach these
bastards!" When the voice fell, Xi Lang directly
greeted him.

Buzzing...

At the same time, the guards behind him burst out
of holy power, and they fought with Huang Lang in
an instant!

Although Huang Lang's number is dominant,
Xilang's subordinates are all elites in the royal
guard army. Moreover, seeing the other party's
disrespect to An Qi, each of them is like a chicken
blood, and the momentum is like a rainbow.

After all, An Qi is the Queen's sister. If she is not
well protected, all her heads will fall.
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Seeing this situation, Yue Feng wanted to do it too,
so he held back.

Yue Feng could see that Xi Lang wanted to behave
in front of An Qi, if so, he didn't want to join in the
fun.

"Ah!" The

two sides fought fiercely, and the entrance of the
cave was in chaos, and screams kept ringing!

Soon, five or six of Huang Lang's group fainted to
the ground, while only two of the guards in Xilang
suffered minor injuries.

During the melee, Xilang was very heroic, almost
staring at Huang Lang to death, his sword slashed
Huang Lang and screamed, half of his body was
full of blood.

"

Retreat !" Seeing that the situation is getting
worse and worse, Huang Lang suffocated the fire
incomparably, yelled, and greeted his companions
to retreat.

Hearing howling, Huang Lang's companion hurried
down the mountain, but at this moment, Huang
Lang was angry, and pointed at Xilang and cursed:
"Ma De, you have a kind, don't go, just wait for
me."

After shouting the last sentence, people ran out of
sight.

Haha...

Seeing this scene, Serang and the surrounding
guards couldn't help laughing.

"Ma De, how about this strength, how about
clamoring?"

Xi Lang couldn't express excitement after he beat
Huang Lang and others.

At this time, An Qi also smiled, and praised Xilang:
"You deserve to be the young master of the guard,
Xilang, you were so brave just now." After

An Qi's praise, Xilang is even more beautiful: "Your
Highness praised it. It's my honor to be able to
vent your anger for Your Highness, huh..."

Said, Xilang looked attentively: "Your Highness,
those flies have been beaten away, let's explore
this cave well."

Um!

An Qi nodded, and walked into the cave with
Silang.

The other guards followed closely behind.

Seeing this, Yue Feng smiled secretly.

Ma De, this Xilang is really a good flatterer.

Muttering, Yue Feng also walked in.

When I got inside, I saw that the cave was huge,
but it was empty inside, leaving some scratches on
the wall. Where is the shadow of the dragon?

An Qi was very disappointed not to see the dragon.

Xilang comforted: "His Royal Highness, don't need
to be lost. I think that since the dragon uses this

place as a habitat, he will definitely come back.
Why don't we stay here for the night?" When

he said this, Xilang looked forward. .

At this moment, in Xilang's heart, it didn't matter
whether he could see the dragon, he just wanted
to find a reason to spend more time with An Qi.

This... After

hearing this, An Qi hesitated.

"No!" Yue Feng walked over and vetoed: "Your
Royal Highness is a delicate status, how can you
spend the night in the wild mountains? It's getting
late, we should go back." With

that, Yue Feng looked at An Qi and said: "If the
queen finds out If you are not in the palace, you
will definitely be anxious." The

voice fell, and Xilang shouted angrily: "Shut up, is
there a place for you to speak? When your
Highness was humiliated by those people just now,
why didn't you take action? Now it's okay. Then, it
began to whisper and crookedly." The

voice fell, and the surrounding guards also accused
Yue Feng.

"That is, he is still a palace guard."

"I don't have much ability, but I have a lot of
words."

"How does this kind of person become a guard?"

I heard a mocking sentence. Yue Feng was very
angry, but he still held it back. The most important
thing now is. It is to quickly take An Qi back to the
palace, and then find the jade book of the holy

code, there is no need to waste words with this
group of people.

Chapter 3408 At

this time, An Qi frowned lightly and said, "Okay,
don't say

anything , I..." As soon as the words came to a
normal level, they were interrupted by the sound
of footsteps outside.

At this moment, Xi Lang frowned and motioned for
a guard to go out and take a look.

The guard walked to the entrance of the cave and
took a look. His body shook and his voice
trembled: "Master, many people have come
outside! It seems to be an accomplice of those
people just now."

What?

Hearing this, Xi Lang looked aside and hurried out
with the other guards.

Yue Feng frowned, and followed An Qi.

call!

At the entrance of the cave, Xilang and others
were stunned to see the scene in front of them!

I saw that there were three to four hundred people
standing neatly outside, enclosing the entire cave.
The head of the cave was gloomy, with a wolf head
sign on his forehead.

It was Tu Li, the head of the Tu Li regiment.

Behind Tu Li, Huang Lang followed.

Huang Lang at this time, half of his face swollen,
sandbags wrapped around his shoulders,
indescribably ridiculous.

However, Xilang at this time couldn't laugh at all.

"Boss!"

At this time, Huang Lang looked resentful and
pointed at Xilang and shouted: "It's them! We
found this cave first, but they snatched it away,
and it hurt us. Young brother."

Tu Li looked around coldly, finally set his eyes on
Xilang, coldly said: "Dare to provoke our blood wolf
group, I think you are tired of life, let's talk about
it, how to solve it?"

Hum!

The voice fell, and a powerful sacred power burst
out from Tu Li's body.

Hiss, what a strong strength!

At this moment, I felt the breath of Tu Li, and both
Xilang and the guard behind him couldn't help but
breathe in air-conditioning.

A few seconds later, Xi Lang squeezed out a smile
and said to Tu Li, "Don't be impulsive, there was
some misunderstanding about today's matter..."

Before he finished speaking, Tu Li coldly
interrupted, "Misunderstanding? You robbed our
cave and wounded my
subordinates, and one
misunderstanding is over?"

Uh...

Xilang's face flushed, and he couldn't speak for a
while.

At the same time, An Qi was also nervous.
Although it was not far from the king's city, there
were so many people on the other side, so there
was no chance to move rescue soldiers.

At this time, Tu Li looked at Xilang up and down,
and said word by word: "I heard that you are the
young master of the Royal City Guard Army?"

"Yes, yes..." Xi Lang nodded and squeezed out a
smile: "Your Excellency knows. My father, if this is
the case, it would be great. Please look at the face
of my father and forgive me..." Before

he finished speaking, Tu Li sipped at the ground:
"Bah, who knows your father in particular? "

Two years ago, Tu Li committed a case in
Wangcheng. He was rounded up by Xilang's father
and was rounded up by soldiers. At that time, he
managed to escape. It can be said that he was
nine dead. At this time, he knew Xilang's identity.

do not know?

At this moment, Xi Lang was immediately stunned,
and said with a bitter expression: "Then what
should you do according to your opinion?"

Huh!

Tu Li took a deep breath, without any expression
on his face: "It's very simple, you give up your life,
and let this woman stay with me for one night,
that's all!"

What?

Hearing this, Xilang was silly, and only felt his
brain buzzing.

Not only have to surrender a life, but also An Qi
with him for the night?

Huh!

Chapter 3409

At the same time, An Qi's delicate face flushed all
of a sudden, and she was ashamed and angry.

This person is so arrogant that he wants to
accompany him all night by himself? I am the
Queen’s sister, Jin Zhi Yu Ye, how can I accompany
a man casually?

Seeing Xilang's hesitation, Tu Li had no patience
and roared loudly: "Is it okay? Don't challenge my
patience!"

"This..." Xilang's heart beat and wiped the cold
sweat on his face: "I am Let me give you a life
first, okay?" When he said this, Xilang couldn't say
anything.

To be honest, Xilang wanted to fight Tu Li very
much, but the disparity between the strengths of
the two sides was too great.

As he said, Xi Lang looked around and pointed at
Yue Feng: "Just him!"

This guard was not his own, and he didn't lose if he
handed it over.

Xi Lang thought it over, first handed over Yue
Feng, and then tried to delay the time.

Huh!

At this moment, the eyes of everyone in the
audience gathered on Yue Feng.

Nima!

Yue Feng was angry and couldn't help cursing in
secret.

This Xilang is really good at picking people. Before,
you had to act in front of An Qi to offend these
blood wolves. Now that you can't control the
situation, you will hand me over?

An Qi also trembled, frowning at Xilang and said:
"You..."

"Your Highness!" Xilang hurriedly whispered:
"There are too many people on the other side.
Hand it over and stabilize the opponent's emotions.
Anyway, this guy is not strong enough, and it's
nothing to be a pity to die."

Hearing this, An Qi couldn't bear to say:
"But...what he said is also the guard of the
palace." As the queen's sister, she has to hand
over the guards with her to a gang of villains.
Later, the royal family Where do you put your
face?

call!

Feeling An Qi's intolerance, Yue Feng exhaled
secretly, feeling a little better.

The queen's sister is still a bit human.

Thinking about it, Yue Feng said indifferently:
"Okay, I'll go!" As he said, he walked towards Tu Li
slowly.

Seeing this scene, Xilang showed a smile: "This
guy is quite self-aware. It's worth the death to use
your life for the safety of so many of us."

An Qi stomped anxiously, thinking. To shout to Yue
Feng, but seeing Tu Li's gloomy face, he couldn't
have the courage.

"Very good!"

At this time, Tu Li smiled and nodded approvingly
at Xilang: "You are quite witty, I will accept this
man's life, and this woman, can you not have
sex?"

Xi Lang quickly said: "Your Excellency, don't worry,
I will persuade her."

An Qi was anxious: "You really want to hand me
over? My sister knows that she will definitely not
let you go."

"His Royal Highness!" Xi Lang Almost crying: "I'm
just a postponement, don't worry." The

two voices were very small, only Xilang and An Qi
could hear them.

Seeing this scene, Tu Li thought Xilang was really
trying to persuade An Qi, but he didn't urge him
for the time being.

In the next second, Tu Li pointed at Yue Feng:
"Come on, chop off this person's head." Ma De,
dare to fight against the Snow Wolf group, that's
how it ended.

Huh!

When the voice fell, several of his men drew out
their big swords and quickly surrounded Yue Feng.

At this moment Yue Feng didn't panic at all.

Seeing the big swords of several people slashed
over, Yue Feng said at Tu Li: "You are from the
blood hand organization, right?" Yue Feng's voice
was not loud, but Tu Li could hear him clearly.

When saying this, Yue Feng looked confident.

When Tu Li appeared just now, in addition to the
wolf head mark on his forehead, Yue Feng also saw
that there was a blood hand mark on the right side
of his neck. At that time, Yue Feng concluded that
this person was not only a group of blood wolf
groups. Long, or blood-handed organization.

"Hold on!"

Hearing Yue Feng's words, Tu Li's heart was
shocked, and he quickly shouted, then walked over
quickly and stared at Yue Feng: "What are you

talking about? How do you know that I am a
blood-handed person? "Six months ago, I secretly
joined the bloodhand organization. Very few people
know about this. How did this guy see it?

Chapter 3410

Faced with Tu Li’s doubts, Yue Feng smiled slightly
and took out something from his body: “Since you
are from the blood hand organization, you should
know this thing.” When

he said this, Yue Feng’s voice was very small, only
He and Tu Li could hear it.

And what Yue Feng held was a special piece of
blood jade with a hand holding a sword carved on
it, which was the personal token of Olena, the
leader of the blood hand organization, and a status
symbol.

In Pearl City, before Olena left, she gave the blood
jade to Yue Feng, saying that people who came
across the blood hand organization in the future,
as long as the blood jade was brightened, the
other party would obey the dispatch.

But at this time, Yue Feng confirmed that Tu Li was
the person of the blood hand organization, and he
revealed the blood jade.

Huh!

This moment, Tu force shuddered, his eyes firmly
fixed on the hands of the blood jade mountain
wind, complex tone, and some Yaran: "? It .... this
stuff, where you come from,"

said these At that time, Tu Li tried his best to
restrain the excitement in his heart!

As a blood hand organization, people naturally
know this blood jade, which is a substitute for the
big leader, a symbol of supremacy.

But how could such a thing appear to this person?

What is the relationship between him and the big
boss?

Seeing that Tu Li's tone was obviously different
from the previous one, Yue Feng smiled slightly:
"This is given to me by your chief leader. In other
words, I am the VIP of your blood hand
organization."

VIP?

Hearing this, Tu Li was stunned, and then said
suspiciously: "But why haven't I heard of you?
Honestly, did you stole this blood jade?"

Tu Li is not stupid, and it is not because of a piece
of blood jade. , I believe in Yue Feng.

"If you don't believe it, you can give it a try." Yue
Feng didn't panic, and said lightly: "You kill me
now, take the blood jade back to your chief, and
see if she rewards you or disposes of you. "

This.... At

this moment, Tu Li groaned. Yes, if he makes a
mistake and offends the VIP of the big leader, it
will be a dead end.

Thinking about it, Tu Li hurriedly bowed to Yue
Feng, and said politely: "Your Excellency, it was a
misunderstanding just now. I hope you have a
large number of adults and don't care about it." To
be honest, Tu Li didn't want to be so spineless, but
No way, the other party has the blood jade of the
big leader in his hand, dare you be polite?

Yue Feng smiled slightly and waved his hand:
"Don't be so polite, those who don't know are not
guilty."

Phew!

Seeing this scene, Huang Lang and others next to
him were all stunned.

What kind of situation is this, why does the boss
treat this kid so respectfully after looking at this
kid's blood jade?

Um?

At the same time, Xilang, An Qi and others not far
away also frowned secretly.

what's going on?

Not only did the other party not kill the guard, but
he was kind to him instead.

For a time, the atmosphere was a bit subtle.

Finally, Huang Lang reacted and couldn't help but
exclaimed: "Boss, this kid is a palace guard, what
do you do to him so politely? Quickly kill, and then
let them hand over the woman." The

voice just fell, Tu Li suddenly Raising his hand, a
slap on Huang Lang's face, he heard a crisp sound,
Huang Lang turned around, and the other half of
his face was swollen, unspeakably embarrassed.

"Ma De, what do I want to do, do you still need
you to teach me?" Tu Li couldn't help but
exclaimed, "This is my distinguished guest. You
can't be rude if you see me in the future,
understand?" The

distinguished guest?

Hearing this, Huang Lang covered his face,
unspeakable grievance, and was shocked at the
same time.

This palace guard can't be linked with the blood
wolf group at all, so why has he become a guest of
honor?

At the same time, Xilang, An Qi and others not far
away stayed there one by one, and they couldn't
slow down for a long time.

"Your Mightiness!"

Chapter 3411

At this time, Tu Li looked at Yue Feng to please:
"Since it's a misunderstanding, look at this..."

Before he finished speaking, Yue Feng waved his
hand and said, "It's okay, you can leave."

Tu Li nodded quickly, and then thought of
something. He glanced at Xi Lang, who was not far
away, and couldn't help but said: "Your Excellency,
that fellow just now was very rude to you. Would
you like me to teach him and vent your anger? "

Speaking, Tu Li glared at Xi Lang fiercely.

Ma De, it was this bastard who almost killed the
VIP of the big boss.

Feeling the killing intent in Tu Li's eyes, Xi Lang
couldn't help but shiver, his face was extremely
pale, his legs were weak, and he could hardly
stand still.

call!

Yue Feng took a deep breath and shook his head
and said, "No, you should leave here as soon as
possible." To be

honest, Xi Lang handed Yue Feng's life to Tu Li just
now, and Yue Feng was also very annoyed, but
now it's getting late, Yue Feng didn't want to care
about these things, but just wanted to return to
the palace early. After all, finding the sacred book
is the most important thing.

"Okay!"

Seeing Yue Feng's refusal, Tu Li couldn't
persevere. After responding, he left with many of
his subordinates.

gone?

Seeing this scene, whether it was An Qi or Xilang
and the others, they were all full of astonishment,
and at the same time they secretly breathed a sigh
of relief. Especially Xilang, secretly wiped out the
cold sweat.

It's dangerous. Fortunately, these people are gone.
Otherwise, the consequences will be disastrous.

In the next second, Xi Lang reacted, strode
towards Yue Feng, and asked coldly: "Hey, what
happened just now?"

When the voice fell, An Qi came over and looked at
Yue Feng with a look of confusion: "Feng Tao, what
is going on, why did those people respect you so
much just now?"

Yue Feng smiled slightly and said lightly: "Nothing.
Just now the boss of this group of people admitted
the wrong person, and regarded me as a

benefactor of the past, so I took the plan and let
them go. "

Benefactor?

Hearing this, An Qi was taken aback for a moment,
then nodded approvingly.

This Feng Tao is not strong, but his brain is quite
exciting.

But Xilang next to him was disdainful: "Ma De, I
thought what was going on, it turned out to be the
wrong person." After

that, Xilang thought of something, staring at Yue
Feng, and questioned: "No. This group of people
are not low in strength, and they are not fools.
How can they admit the wrong person? Honestly,
are you in the same group with them? Just acted
on purpose for us?" When

talking about this, Silangyi The face was arrogant,
like an interrogator.

Nima!

Yue Feng frowned, and suddenly became angry.

This Xilang is mentally ill. I just saved you. Don't
worry if you are not grateful, but you slander me in
turn?

Thinking about it, Yue Feng chuckled lightly and
said to Xi Lang, "If I was with them, I would have
gone with them just now. What are you still doing
here?"

"Anyway?" Xi Lang said without even thinking,
"You were sent by them to get into the palace, of
course you want to stay."

Fool.

Yue Feng cursed secretly, and was too lazy to talk
nonsense, and said lightly: "Well, since you doubt
me, then catch up with them and ask. I guess they
haven't gone far yet."

"You..."

Xilang's face flushed, and she suddenly became
angry, but she couldn't refute it.

Tu Li's group of people, one by one, are powerful,
and Xilang is too afraid to hide. How can they dare
to catch up and interrogate?

"Okay, okay!"

Seeing that the two were fighting, An Qi couldn't
stand it anymore, frowning and said: "I don't want

to say a few more words, it's so late now, I haven't
seen the dragon, I'm hungry, you go

Get me something to eat. After eating, I'm going
back to the palace." Seeing An Qi had spoken,
Xilang didn't say anything anymore, and quickly
greeted his subordinates and went to find
something to eat near the cave.

Chapter 3412

Yue Feng did not go out, but guarded at the
entrance of the cave.

"Hey!"

Xi Lang said with a displeased face, and said coldly
at Yue Feng: "His Royal Highness An Qi is hungry,
didn't you hear it? Are you still looking for food?"

At this time, Xi Lang looked at Yue more and more.
The wind is not pleasing to the eye.

Yue Feng replied expressionlessly: "Where is my
turn to find food for you so many people? Also, I
am the palace guard. I want to protect the safety
of His Royal Highness An Qi at all times. How can I
leave casually?"

Huh!

Hearing this, Xi Lang's face was extremely ugly,
and the guards around, looking at Yue Feng's eyes
one by one, also flickered with displeasure.

This guy dared to challenge Master Xilang, really
looking for death.

In the next second, Xi Lang glared at Yue Feng
fiercely, and then led his men to search nearby.

I have to say that Xilang and others had good luck.
After a while, they caught a few rabbits, then set
up a campfire in the cave and started roasting the
rabbits.

With food, An Qi is in a good mood.

Yue Feng was bored, because of his identity,
naturally he couldn't eat with An Qi, so he could
only walk outside the cave and wait.

Seeing this, Xilang's eyes flickered with gloomy
coldness, secretly greeted some of his
subordinates, and quickly followed out.

"Hey!" When he

arrived outside the cave, Xi Lang yelled coldly at
Yue Feng.

Yue Feng looked back and saw Xi Lang's eyes cold,
and said lightly: "What?"

Yue Feng could tell that Xi Lang brought a few
guards out to find trouble for himself, but he didn't
panic in his heart.

"nothing."

Xilang smiled coldly, his tone was indescribable,
and he said word by word: "A small palace guard,
with a big frame. Just now in the presence of His
Royal Highness An Qi, I didn't care about you, but
it doesn't mean I forgot. "

Speaking, Xilang pointed to his feet: "I will give
you a chance now, kneel down and apologize to
me, and I will forgive you!" The

tone was firm and unquestionable.

Nima!

Want me to kneel and apologize? Are you caught
in the door?

At this moment, Yue Feng froze, and then sneered:
"For no reason, why should I apologize to you?
Also, just now, I dismissed the group of people and
helped everyone. If you really want to count it, you
should tell me Thank you!"

What?

As soon as these words came out, the guards
behind Xilang were all stunned.

This guy is too crazy to talk to Master Xilang like
this.

At the same time, Xilang was also furious and
coldly said: "Okay, very good, it seems that I

really underestimate you, but I tell you, my father
is the commander of the palace guards, his status
is extraordinary, and you, but It's a little palace
guard. You challenged me. Have you ever thought
about the consequences?"

Xilang looked proud at this time.

He was right. As the son of the guard army
commander, Serang walked almost sideways in the
entire royal city. A small palace guard would
naturally not take it seriously.

Stupid!

However, Yue Feng didn't have the slightest
nervousness, but chuckled, turning around to enter
the cave.

An Qi should have eaten almost now, and it's time
to go back to the palace.

"You have a special code to stop me!"

Seeing that Yue Feng didn't take himself seriously,
Xi Lang was completely angry. Especially, so many
guards around him looked at him, but he was
ignored by a palace guard. Where should he put
his back?

Xi Lang became more and more angry as he
thought about it, flushed, and howled loudly: "Dare
to show off in front of me? I think you are looking
for death!"

Om!

When the voice fell, Xi Lang's holy power burst
out, and then he clenched his fists and hit Yue
Feng's back directly.

In Chapter 3413, I

saw that where Xilang's figure passed, a strong
wind was raging, and the power was amazing!

With this punch, Xi Lang displayed all his sacred
power, preparing to kill Yue Feng on the spot.

call!

Seeing this scene, the surrounding guards were
very excited one by one.

"Dare to challenge the young master, I'm really
tired of living!"

"As expected of the young master, this punch is
very powerful." In the

discussion, no one sympathized with Yue Feng. In
their eyes, Yue Feng was just a palace guard, and

his status was as good as that of Xi'an. Lang Tian
was so arrogant, but he was so arrogant that he
was to blame for being killed by Xilang.

Nima!

Seeing Xi Lang punched, Yue Feng sneered, and
his anger surged!

This Xilang is really sick, I don't bother to care
about you, but you push your nose to your face!

Thinking about it, Yue Feng lifted his dantian,
ready to greet him with a palm. Although Xilang's
strength is not weak, in Yue Feng's eyes, he is not
worthy of being an opponent.

"Stop it!"

Just when Yue Feng was about to take action,
suddenly, there was a soft drink from the cave.

Immediately afterwards, I saw An Qi with a cold
face and walked out quickly. She was tasting the
rabbit meat inside, but when she heard the noise
outside, she came out to take a look. She saw that
Xilang was working with Yue Feng.

At this time, An Qi glanced at Xi Lang coldly, very
angry.

Xilang is so arrogant and domineering, Feng Tao
just saved everyone, but Xilang bullied him.

Seeing An Qi coming out, Xi Lang hurriedly
stopped, and then squeezed out a smile: "His
Royal Highness, are you full?" He said, but his
heart was secretly holding back the fire.

I thought that while An Qi was eating, he could
teach the wind and waves a good lesson, but he
didn't expect that An Qi would come out so soon.

call!

An Qi took a deep breath, and without looking at Xi
Lang, she walked past him.

In the next second, An Qi arrived in front of Yue
Feng and said softly: "Feng Tao, did he hurt you
just now?" This Feng Tao is just the strength of the
Saint King, and it is definitely not Xilang's
opponent.

At this moment An Qi didn't know yet, Yue Feng
hid his strength and broke through the Holy
Venerable yesterday. If you really want to fight,
Xilang can only be abused.

Yue Feng smiled slightly, shook his head and said:
"It's okay!"

This...

Seeing this scene, the surrounding guards were
stunned, and their faces were all inconceivable.

His Royal Highness, is actually so concerned about
a palace guard?

Especially for Xilang, his handsome face suddenly
became filthy, jealous and annoyed.

This guy, how can He De, make An Qi be so
concerned about him?

Xi Lang had originally seen Yue Feng not pleasing
to his eyes, but now seeing An Qi caring about him
so much, his heart became even more unbalanced.

"Xilang!"

At this moment, An Qi looked at Xilang coldly:
"Xilang, you are really getting too much. Feng Tao
is the guard of the palace. Today I can leave the
palace with his help, but you Do it to him? My
queen's sister, don't you take it seriously?"

An Qi was very angry when she said this.

When Tu Li's group were there just now, Xi Lang
was awkward. Now that there is no danger, he
turned to bully himself. It's really hateful.

"Uh.."

Faced with An Qi's accusation, Xilang's face
flushed, and he was unspeakably depressed and
embarrassed.

In the next second, Xilang reacted and explained
to An Qi with a smiling face: "His Royal Highness

An Qi, where did I bully him, I just want to fight
him!"

Said, Xilang made a very innocent look. "Just now,
I relied on him. The blood wolves didn't bother us.
How could I do something with him? I was bored
just now. I suggested to fight him. If you don't
believe me, ask these guards! "

The words of Chapter 3414

fell, and the surrounding guards nodded in
agreement.

"Yes, yes, the young master is fighting with him!"

"Yes, what is the status of the young master? How
can you start with a guard?"

"His Royal Highness, you have misunderstood our
young master."

Several guards testified one by one. Seriously.

Ha ha...

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng sneered.

This Xilang is really a villain, one on the surface
and another on the back. It is really sad that the
commander of the dignified guard can give birth to
such a son.

call!

Seeing everyone saying this, An Qi stopped
pursuing it, and said lightly: "It's so late, what's
like fighting?"

Then, An Qi pointed at Yue Feng: "It's getting late,
let's go back to the palace. "

Yue Feng nodded, and at the same time he was
relieved.

Nima, staying with this An Qi, spent most of the
day, and finally have to go back.

"His Royal Highness An Qi!" Xilang walked over
and said flatteringly: "I'll see you off, it's so late
now, if you encounter any trouble on the way back
to the city, I can protect you too!"

"No need !" As

soon as the voice fell, Yue Feng said indifferently:
"I'll just accompany Her Highness An Qi back." He
could see that Xi Lang was not at ease with An Qi,
and if he kept letting him follow, there might be
something wrong with him.

Mad!

Xi Lang immediately became angry and shouted at
Yue Feng: "What do you mean? A giant dragon has
appeared in this place. If you encounter a giant
dragon, can you protect His Royal Highness An Qi
alone?"

At this time, An Qi also opened his mouth and
said: "Let Xilang follow, there are many people to
take care of." Although it is not far from the
Wangcheng, the road is rugged and the
environment is complicated. It is safer to have
people like Xilang follow.

Seeing An Qi speak, Yue Feng smiled and said
nothing.

Afterwards, the group left the cave and walked
down the mountain.

"Roar!"

However, before walking far, I heard a deafening
roar not far away, and then, a huge figure flew in
from the night sky not far away.

He was covered in black scales, and his blood-red
eyes were like lanterns.

It was the dragon that Yue Feng had conquered
before.

One day ago, the giant dragon came to this area to
search for a habitat. It was discovered that the
giant dragon cave left after a short stay. The
dragon originally planned to find a new habitat in a
further place, but it was only halfway there. A few
hours ago, sensing that Yue Feng had come here,
the giant dragon hurriedly came to investigate.

You know, with the relationship of dripping blood
to recognize the master, within a hundred miles,

the giant dragon can clearly sense Yue Feng's
whereabouts.

hiss!

Suddenly seeing the giant dragon appear, whether
it was Xilang and others, or An Qi, their hearts
trembled, and they couldn't help but breathe in
air-conditioning.

There are really dragons.

Moreover, this dragon is so big and its breath is so
terrifying.

For a while, everyone froze there, all stunned.

But Yue Feng had a calm face, very relaxed and
natural.

Bang, bang, bang!

Soon, the giant dragon landed and walked towards
Yue Feng with steps. The huge dragon claw
stepped on the ground, making a deafening noise,
like an earthquake.

"Master!" When

approaching the front, the giant dragon looked at
Yue Feng with respect, "Why are you here?"

"A word is hard to say!" Yue Feng's face was bitter.

At this time, Yue Feng used the beast ring to
communicate with the giant dragon in secret, so
everyone around didn't even know.

At this time, seeing the giant dragon close at hand,
Xilang and the others were unspeakably panic, all

their faces were pale, and they almost couldn't
stand firmly.

Silang see the way the wind Yue chuckled, then
lightly: "!? Silang Master, you just said good, to
protect Angel Highness, now the dragon appeared,
you will not Pale Ba"

call ...

Chapter 3415

Hearing this, Xilang's face flushed, and he bit his
neck and argued: "Who...who is afraid of?"

He said that, Xilang's forehead was covered with
cold sweat and his voice was a little bit too.
tremble.

At this moment, An Qi was also trembling, her
delicate face was extremely pale. When I didn't see

the dragon before, I was full of expectation, but
now I see it, in addition to shock, it is endless
panic.

In panic, An Qi couldn't help pulling Xilang, her
voice trembling: "Xilang, what should I do?"

"I..."

Xilang was also panicked: "I don't know either."

Haha....

Seeing this scene, Yue Feng was secretly funny,
and then ridiculed at Xilang: "Master Xilang, these
dragons are rumored to be evil. Since we were
discovered by it, someone must be eaten. Fall,
let's go, I will run with His Royal Highness An Qi
first, and you and your subordinates will hold it
back. "

Huh?

Hearing this, Silang almost jumped up.

I took my men to hold the dragon? What a joke,
this dragon is so powerful, so many people can't
escape it.

"Run! Run!" The

next second, Xilang couldn't help but yelled, and
ran down the mountain first. A dozen of his men
followed, one by one running faster than the
rabbit.

In Xilang's heart, An Qi's safety is certainly
important, but it is not as important as his own
life.

In a blink of an eye, Xilang and a dozen of his
subordinates ran without a trace.

"You..."

Seeing this scene, An Qi was so angry that she
stomped her feet with anger!

She didn't expect that Xilang, who had just vowed
to protect herself, turned into a tortoise with a
shrunken head when she saw the dragon.

"His Royal Highness An Qi!"

Yue Feng smiled slightly, and said: "I see, whether
some people can be trusted or not can be seen at
a critical moment." When is

this Feng Tao, and I am still in the mood to say
this.

Hearing this, An Qi couldn't laugh or cry, and at
the same time was anxious: "Feng Tao, what shall
we do? Will this dragon eat us?" As he said, An Qi
glanced at the dragon in horror.

Angel looked close to tears, mountain wind gently
comfort: "Do not panic!"

Said Yue wind directed at the dragon waved: "! We
are just passing by, no offense, let us go,"

said At the same time, Yue Feng secretly urged the
Yu Beast Ring and gave the giant dragon the order
to leave.

"Master!" After

receiving the order, the giant dragon responded:
"Then I will go first!" Immediately, his wings
vibrated and his huge body flew up to a height of

one thousand meters. In a blink of an eye, he
disappeared from the sight of Yue Feng and An Qi.

Huh...

Seeing this scene, An Qi's body trembled, and she
felt her brain humming.

The dragon didn't even attack himself and Feng
Tao?

Also.... Did Feng Tao talk to the dragon just now?

After a full ten seconds of stunned, An Qi was
considered to react, full of curiosity, and said to
Yue Feng: "Feng Tao, did you talk to the dragon
just now? Does it understand?"

Yue Feng nodded: "Yes, I know a little bit of animal
language." It

's no small matter to subdue the dragon by
yourself, so don't let An Qi know.

Beast language?

Hearing this, An Qi's eyes shone with brilliance,
and she instantly looked at the guard in front of
her with admiration.

Immediately, the two continued on the road and
walked towards the direction of Wangcheng.

Along the way, An Qi kept inquiring about the
animal language, Yue Feng had no choice but to
make up some things and fool around. At the same
time, he also said some interesting things about
the mainland of Kyushu, and An Qi was stunned.

Soon after arriving at the palace, An Qi completely
put down her shelf in front of Yue Feng, and took

Yue Feng's arm: "Feng Tao, you know so much.
You will stay in my bedroom tonight and continue
to follow I tell a story, okay?"

Fuck!

Hearing this, Yue Feng was startled, and shook his
head quickly: "How can this work?"

Chapter 3416

Yue Feng at this time is almost dumbfounded.

This An Qi is too playful. I still want to listen to the
story at this late hour. Besides, I am just a guard,
how can I stay in her room?

Thinking about it, Yue Feng patiently coaxed:
"Today is too late, let's another day. I took you out
quietly today, but I took a big risk."

Hearing this, An Qi was very disappointed, but still
nodded. accepted.

Then Yue Feng and An Qi parted and walked
towards the room where they were resting.

As soon as I arrived at the door, I saw a maid
waiting there. Seeing Yue Feng, she quickly said:
"Feng Tao, Your Majesty the Queen wants to see
you, come with me!" After finishing speaking, she
led the way and did not refuse Yue Feng at all.
chance.

Oops!

Yue Feng frowned secretly, a trace of panic rose in
his heart.

Did the Queen know about the matter of bringing
An Qi out of the palace privately?

Soon, under the leadership of the maid, Yue Feng
came to the queen's sleeping quarters.

call!

The moment he entered the palace, Yue Feng
couldn't help taking a deep breath when he saw
the scene in front of him.

I saw that the queen was sitting there quietly, with
several maids waiting there, the atmosphere was a
bit subtle and dull.

"

Feng Tao." Seeing Yue Feng, the queen's delicate
face, without the slightest expression, said softly:
"The pill you gave me before is very useful, is
there any? Give me another one." When

saying this, The Queen's tone was very soft, but it
was beyond doubt.

In the fierce battle with Meng Yi's subordinates,
the queen was severely traumatized. Although she
had taken Yue Feng's medicine before, she had not
completely healed.

It turned out to be a pill.

Hearing this, Yue Feng's nervous mood suddenly
relaxed.

Immediately, Yue Feng scratched his head and
responded: "Your Majesty, I only have one Heart

Tempering Pill, but if you need it now, I can refine
it immediately."

Refine it immediately?

The queen was stunned, her beautiful face was full
of surprise: "That pill was refined?" There is no
such thing as alchemy in the Roland Continent.

"Yes!"

Yue Feng nodded, then smiled and looked at the
maid beside the queen: "Thank you, please help
me prepare some herbs. I need earth dragon
grass, purple sunflower..." the

next dozen In seconds, Yue Feng quickly explained
the materials for refining the Heart Tempering Pill
in detail.

this!

For a moment, the maids looked at each other,
none of them moved, but looked at the queen in
surprise.

The herbs Feng Tao said are available in the
palace, but can these things be refined into pills?

The queen looked indifferent and waved her hand:
"Go!" Although this wind wave, words and deeds
are very special, but after that night, she still
chooses to believe unconditionally.

"Yes, Your Majesty." Seeing the Queen speak,
several maids hurried to prepare herbs.

After a while, the preparation of the herbal
medicine was completed, and Yue Feng took a clay
pot from the side as a utensil for alchemy, and
immediately afterwards, the fire began to rise.

After doing this, Yue Feng took out the medicinal
materials in an orderly manner, and put them into
the fire one by one. Every step, Yue Feng was
methodical and serious.

call!

Seeing this scene, whether it is the queen or the
maids around, they have complicated eyes.

Can you make pills like this?

Especially the queen, watching every step of Yue
Feng closely, with a strange light in her eyes. As a
queen, she is also well-informed, but what Yue
Feng is doing in front of her is the first time I have
seen it. arrive.

Under everyone's gaze, Yue Feng methodically,
after putting out the materials, he began to slowly
control the heat.

As the temperature of the stove continues to rise,
the entire bedroom is also warm.

Bang!
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Unknowingly, ten minutes later, there was a shock
in the pill furnace.

The surrounding maids were all taken aback, and
they all backed in exclamation, thinking that the
pot was exploded, but when they reacted, they
saw that the pot did not explode.

At this time, these maids realized that this was a
reaction produced by the airflow in the clay pot
under high temperature.

With a smile on his face, Yue Feng slowly opened
the clay pot.

At this moment, all the maids couldn't help but
surround themselves, and even the queen stood
up and couldn't help but look around. For a while,
the whole palace was silent!

Wow!

In the next second, several maids couldn't help
exclaiming, looking at Yue Feng's gaze, full of
admiration and admiration!

It's really refined!

I saw the bottom of the clay pot, lying quietly with
a round pill, a fragrance of pill, permeating the
entire bedroom. It is Heart Tempering Pill.

"Your Majesty!" Yue Feng took out the pill and
quickly handed it to the Queen's hand: "Please
take it!"

Hmm!

The queen responded and took the pill. After a
while, she felt refreshed, her face flushed, and she
was indescribably charming.

"

Feng Tao." The queen showed a smile on her face,
looked at Yue Feng, and said softly: "I can't tell,
you are so knowledgeable and know so many
things. After taking this pill just now, my injury
should be completely healed. Yes, Feng Tao, you
are really a talent of my Golden Lion Principality!"
When

she said this, the queen had a smile on her face,
but her eyes were a bit complicated.

Ha ha...

Hearing this, Yue Feng's heart suddenly became
excited, the queen praised herself so, she could
take the opportunity to ask for the sacred book.

"But!"

Just when Yue Feng was secretly delighted, he saw
the queen's face sinking, and her tone became
cold: "You left the palace with An Qi in private, and
stayed outside for a day before coming back. Let's
talk, what's the matter? "

Fuck!

Yue Feng was stunned, and his heart was cold for
a while, and it was broken. I thought that this

matter could be kept from the Queen, but she
didn't expect she already knew it.

Thinking about it, Yue Feng's mind quickly turned
and explained: "Your Majesty calms down my
anger, today I will take His Highness An Qi out to
relax, there is nothing else."

Hearing this, the queen's delicate face showed no
expression on her delicate face. ,

Said lightly: "Angie is young and ignorant, and you
are not sensible? Leave the palace rashly, what if
you encounter danger?" Then, the queen shouted
outside: "Come on, shut off the wind. Go to jail for
half a month to show punishment!" When the

last sentence came out, the queen couldn't hide
her inner anger.

This Fengtao, there is really no rules, and he
carried An Qi out of the palace behind his back.
You must know that An Qi is his only relative, and
something is really going to happen, how can he
bear it?

In this matter, although Feng Tao is not guilty of
death, it takes a sentence or two to pass. How can
the royal family still have majesty in the future?

When the voice fell, the two palace guards outside
the door immediately walked in.

Damn it!

Seeing this, Yue Feng wanted to cry without tears.

How can he be locked up for half a month if he
hasn't got the jade book of the holy code?

Seeing the two royal guards getting closer and
closer, Yue Feng's mind was also spinning quickly,
thinking about countermeasures.

Ma De, what should I do? Do you want to tear your
face with the queen?

But if this is the case, it will be difficult to find the
sacred book in the future.

"Sister, don't..."

Just when Yue Feng was in a dilemma, suddenly,
an anxious shout came from outside the palace,
and then, a slim figure walked in quickly and
blocked Yue Feng's body.

It is An Qi.

It turned out that An Qi had come long ago. When
she saw Yue Feng inside and was questioned by

the queen, she didn't come in, but looked outside
the door.

Seeing that the queen was going to punish Yue
Feng at this time, An Qi couldn't help it
immediately.

Chapter 3418

At this time, Angel delicate face, full of tension,
directed at the Queen said: "Sister, today leave
the palace, I forced him, regardless of his sister
thing ah beg him to spare.."

He said At these times, An Qi's eyes were full of
expectation.

Before encountering a giant dragon, Feng Tao
rescued him, how could he watch him be locked
up?

Puff!

At the same time, Yue Feng knelt down and made
a look of panic: "Your Majesty, beg your Majesty
for forgiveness!" To be

honest, kneeling to the Queen, Yue Feng felt a
hundred in his heart not wanting to kneel.

But there is no way. In order to find the second
half of the Jade Book of the Holy Code, I can only
ask for perfection temporarily.

call!

Seeing An Qi coming in to intercede, the queen
frowned and said coldly: "An Qi, you are not young
anymore, why are you such a fool?" After

that, the queen looked at Yue Feng and continued:
"Even if you force him Yes, he can't get rid of this

matter, and if he takes you out of the palace, he is
negligent." The

voice is not loud, but it is full of majesty.

The queen has clear rewards and punishments for
her actions. This is her consistent style.

Hearing this, An Qi was anxious: "Sister, if you
really want to punish, please punish that Xilang,
that bastard is the most hateful." At the mention of
Xilang, An Qi trembled. Unspeakable anger.

That bastard, when he saw the dragon, he left him
alone, it was shameless.

Um?

The queen was stunned: "What does this matter
have to do with Xilang?"

"Sister, it's like this." An Qi walked over, holding
the queen's arm, and said in detail what happened
today.

At the end, An Qi couldn't hide her anger: "At that
time, Xilang kept saying that he wanted to protect
me, but when the dragon appeared, he took his
men and ran away. It didn't matter whether Feng
Tao or I lived or died. A little bit of animal
language, can communicate with the dragon, I am
afraid that the two of us will really be eaten by the
dragon." There is

such a thing.

Hearing this, the queen's beautiful face suddenly
became gloomy: "Okay, I know about this, and I
will ask about that Xilang tomorrow."

Then, the queen waved her hand at Yue Feng :
"Okay.

Yes , you should retreat first." "Yes, Your Majesty!"
Yue Feng hurriedly responded.

call!

At the same time, Yue Feng couldn't help but
breathe a sigh of relief, and gave An Qi a grateful
look.

Although this An Qi is a bit playful, she can still
help at critical moments.

Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng withdrew from the
bedroom.

"Sister!"

Seeing Yue Feng withdraw from the bedroom, An
Qi affectionately took the Queen's hand and said

coquettishly: "This Fengtao is really good. It has
been protecting me today. It is very brave. Why,
you let him be mine. Personal guards." The

queen gave her a glance and said angrily: "I
haven't settled the account with you about you
leaving the palace today. Personal guards, I will
talk about it later..."

Feng Tao is a rare one. The talent I met, let him be
An Qi's personal guard, it was too shameless.

Hearing this, An Qi looked disappointed.

.......

On the other side, Yue Feng left the bedroom and
returned to his resting place.

After spending a day with An Qi out of the palace
during the day, and then being scolded by the
queen, Yue Feng's mood was almost terrible.

This night, Yue Feng tossed and turned, and did
not sleep until late.

Early the next morning, Yue Feng was woken up.

"Feng Tao!"

A maid knocked on the door: "Your Majesty, I want
you to go to the front hall, you hurry up." After
speaking, she walked away.

Nima!
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Yue Feng rubbed his eyes and was very depressed.
This morning, what did the queen ask herself to do
in the front hall?

Muttering, Yue Feng quickly got up to wash, and
then hurried to the hall.

call!

After arriving, Yue Feng was stunned.

I saw that the queen was sitting on the throne of
the main hall, and the lord of the cities stood
neatly below, not only that, but Xilang and An Qi
were also there.

In front of Xilang, stood a middle-aged man with a
gentle face.

It was Xilang's father, commander of the Royal
City Guard Army, Xibo.

But what attracted Yue Feng’s gaze was a woman
standing opposite Xibo, wearing a gorgeous purple
robe, showing her graceful figure to the fullest, her
exquisite face, and her extremely seductive charm.
Any man who sees her, They will not stay away.

Seeing this woman, Yue Feng couldn't help
swallowing his saliva, and his whole body was
crazy.

Damn it!

Who is this woman? Regardless of the size and
beauty, it is almost equal to the queen.

Especially that charming temperament, if you go to
the mainland of Kyushu and enter the
entertainment circle, it will definitely explode.

Just as Yue Feng sighed secretly, he saw An Qi
blinking at him.

Yue Feng understood, quickly walked to An Qi and
stopped.

"Is it the first time to come to the hall?" An Qi
lowered her voice and said to Yue Feng: "Look at
your stupid look."

Yue Feng responded softly: "The queen suddenly
called me, of course I was nervous." While talking,
Yue Feng still couldn't help but look at the
charming woman.

The voices of the two were so small that the
people around could not hear them at all.

"Hey!"

Perceiving Yue Feng's gaze, An Qi was very
displeased: "Don't you listen to me well, and
always watch what that vixen does?" She said, her
delicate face couldn't help but reveal something.
Contempt for points.

Vixen?

Yue Feng was stunned.

"Ms. Lanya, who is well-known throughout the city,
hasn't you heard that she is the most seduced
man." An Qi curled her lips and said angrily.

call!

Hearing this, Yue Feng's face was stunned. It
turned out that the woman was Mrs. Lan Ya.

During the two days in the palace, Yue Feng heard
a lot of strange things here. Among them was this

Madame Lanya. It is said that her husband used to
be a duke with great power. Later, in order to
resist the invasion of other duchy, he died. On the
battlefield, the queen was very heartbroken. In
order to thank the duke for her contribution, she
gave his wife the privilege, which is Madame
Lanya, to enjoy the treatment of the duke
throughout her life.

It can be said that this Lady Lanya is the only
woman with the title of duke in the Golden Lion
Principality, and even the entire continent of
Roland.

However, it is not the status of Madame Lanya, but
her romantic history.

It is said that Mrs. Lanya is a master of love, no
matter any man, she can easily play with her.

When Yue Feng heard these rumors, he just
laughed at it, but he didn't expect that he would
bump into this lady Lan Ya in the hall today.

After seeing Mrs. Lanya for a while, Yue Feng came
back to his senses.

In the next second, Yue Feng couldn't help but
whispered to An Qi: "By the way, the queen called
me, what the hell is it?"

Pouch.

Seeing that he was still a little nervous, An Qi
couldn't help but laughed, and then whispered:
"What's the nervousness? It wasn't my sister who
came from you. I asked the maid to call you."

What?

Yue Feng was stunned for a moment, he was angry
and funny again.

This An Qi is really daring, dare to pass herself into
the hall under the pretence of the queen?

Just when Yue Feng was secretly emotional, he
listened to An Qi continue to say: "Today, my
sister is going to punish Xi Lang in public, I
specifically asked you to come and see."

Hearing this, Yue Feng nodded suddenly.

Speaking of which, what Xilang did yesterday was
really shameless.

Chapter 3420

thought, Yue Feng looked around the lower hall,
and as expected, he saw Xi Lang standing there,
trembling, with sweat on his forehead.

And that Xibo, seemingly calm, had anxiety in his
eyes.

The atmosphere in the entire hall was also
somewhat heavy and depressed.

"Xibo!"

Finally, the queen opened her red lips lightly and
uttered two words!

Xibo shook his body and quickly walked out: "What
do you command your Majesty!" The

queen's delicate face, without any expression, said
coldly: "As the commander of the royal city
guards, you are highly used by the royal family. I
have always appreciated it. You, but I didn't expect
you to have such a big opinion on me and the royal
family. "

Huh?

Hearing this, Xibo only felt like a thunderstorm
sounded in his mind. He knelt down and said in
panic: "I have always been loyal to our Golden
Lion Principality and even the royal family. I don't
know why your Majesty said this?"

No knowledge?

The queen breathed a sigh of relief, and said
lightly: "Why did I say this? You ask your son what
he did yesterday?" When

she said this, the queen looked indifferent, but her
eyes couldn't hide a bit of anger.

This Xilang, at a critical time, abandoned his sister
and ran away, how can he not be angry?

Huh!

In an instant, the eyes of the entire hall were all
focused on Xilang.

Xilang's face turned pale suddenly, and he knelt
down and shouted at the queen: "Your Majesty
calm down, I didn't abandon Your Highness An Qi
yesterday..."

Before she finished speaking, she was interrupted
by An Qi: "Xilang, in front of me, do you still dare
to lie? Yesterday the giant dragon appeared, and
you immediately fleeed with someone, regardless
of my life or death, if it wasn't for the wind and
waves. Understand the beast language, can
communicate with the dragon, I'm afraid I have
been eaten by the dragon." When

she thought of yesterday, An Qi was furious.

When the voice fell, the other city owners around
could not help talking.

"At the critical moment,

it was really shameful to have left His Royal
Highness An Qi." "Yeah, as the son of the guard
army commander, it's really shameful..."

"I was pretty optimistic about him, alas. ..." The

surrounding discussion kept coming, Xibo's face
was extremely ugly, and his whole body was
dripping with cold sweat.

It's shameful to have such a son.

At the same time, silang almost in tears, fear and
said: "Angel Highness, you really misunderstood
me, I did not run, but to go back to save people,
good and dragon fight ah."

At this point Xilang, who wants to cry without
tears.

I thought An Qi and Feng Tao were dead last night,
anyway, they sneaked out of the palace, and they
were eaten by the dragon at that time, no one
knew, and the queen would not find out about
them.

But he never expected that An Qi and Feng Tao
would come back safe and sound, and also told the
queen about the situation.

Hehe...

Hearing this, An Qi sneered and didn't believe it at
all.

Seeing An Qi refused to forgive herself, Xilang was
completely anxious, and she had to continue to
explain!

"You beast!"

However, at this moment, Xibo suddenly roared,
oh, this beast has done such a shameful thing, and
he hasn't repented yet? Immediately walked over
and slapped Xilang's face with a slap!

"Slap!"

This slap almost used his full strength, and Xilang
covered his face, his face swelling high.

"Father!" Xilang yelled, and almost didn't cry:
"Yesterday I really didn't abandon Her Royal
Highness An Qi. I ran away and wanted to move
rescue soldiers!"

" Pop !"

